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INFORMATION FOR THE PUBLIC
The Planning Commission meets regularly on the first and third Wednesdays of the month at 1:15
p.m. in Hofert Hall at the Civic Center located at 39707 Big Bear Boulevard.
Procedure to Address the Planning Commission
The Planning Commission encourages free expression of all points of view. To allow all persons to
speak, given the length of the agenda, please keep your remarks brief. If others have already expressed
your position, you may simply indicate that you agree with a previous speaker. If appropriate, a
spokesperson may present the views of your entire group. To encourage all views and promote
courtesy to others, the audience should refrain from clapping, booing or shouts of approval or
disagreement.
Public Forum
The public may address the Planning Commission by completing a speaker card and submitting it to the
Commission Secretary. The speaker cards are located on the table at the back of the Commission
Chambers. During the “Public Forum” your name will be called. Please step to the microphone and give
your name and city of residence for the record before proceeding. All remarks shall be addressed to the
Commission as a body only. No person other than a member of the Commission and the person having
the floor shall enter into any discussion without the permission of the Commission Chairman. Public
comment is permitted only on items not on the agenda that are within the subject matter jurisdiction of
the City. There is a three minute maximum time limit when addressing a respective board.
Discussion/Action Items
Speakers shall follow the same requirements as under the Public Forum, however, cards submitted after
the Commission begins to discuss an item will be subject to the Presiding Officer seeking consensus from
the Commission to consider hearing from the speaker, and if permitted, the speaker will have one
minute to provide his or her comments.
Public Hearings
A speaker card must be completed and speakers must follow the three minute maximum time limit.
Project applicants will be given ten minutes to present their item to the Commission and/or address
questions brought before the Commission from members of the public. The Presiding Officer may
entertain a motion to extend the applicant’s time if needed. Speaker cards submitted after the close of
the public hearing are subject to the guidelines as stated above.
Any handouts for the respective Commission shall be given to the Commission Secretary for distribution.
PLEASE NOTE: Agenda related writings or documents provided to the Planning Commission are
available for public inspection at www.citybigbearlake.com and at the public Planning Department
counter in the City Hall lobby located at 39707 Big Bear Boulevard during regular business hours, 8:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday.
The City of Big Bear Lake wishes to make all of its public meetings accessible to the public. If you need
special assistance to participate in a meeting, please contact the City Clerk’s office. Notification 48
hours prior to the meeting will enable the City to make reasonable arrangements to ensure accessibility
to public meetings.
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TIME:

1:15 p.m.

Next Resolution PC2014-24

PLACE:

Hofert Hall
City of Big Bear Lake
39707 Big Bear Boulevard
Big Bear Lake, California

CALL TO ORDER
FLAG SALUTE
ROLL CALL

BREUNIG, BUSH, PACELLI, SENFT, SMITH

INTRODUCTION OF STAFF
AGENDA APPROVAL
PRESENTATIONS / ANNOUNCEMENTS / INFORMATIONAL ITEMS
PUBLIC FORUM
1.

CONSENT CALENDAR
1.1

2.

Approval of the minutes of the Planning Commission meeting of September 17, 2014.

PUBLIC HEARING ITEMS
Any person may appear and be heard in support or opposition to the proposal at the time of the meeting. If
you challenge the action in court, you may be limited to raising only those issues which you or someone else
raised at the public meeting described in the notice, or in written correspondence delivered to the City at or
before the public meeting.
2.1

Major Modification to a Conditional Use Permit 2014-017/CUP
Location:
601 Knight Avenue
APNs:
309-122-80
Applicant:
Alpenhorn Bed and Breakfast
Representatives:
Linda Carpenter

Planner: Janice Etter

The applicant is requesting to hold outdoor weddings and receptions and other outdoor gatherings for
up to 49 people at the Alpenhorn Bed and Breakfast.
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission hold a public hearing and consider the written and
oral testimony presented during the hearing. Staff further recommends that the Planning Commission
adopt a resolution to allow outdoor weddings and receptions and other outdoor gatherings for up to 49
persons, based on the findings and subject to the recommended conditions of approval.

3.

DISCUSSION ITEM

4.

PLANNING DIRECTOR’S REPORT

PLANNING COMMISSION AGENDA

5.

SUMMARY COMMENTS

6.

ADJOURNMENT
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The City of Big Bear Lake wishes to make all of its public meetings accessible to the public. If you need
special assistance to participate in a meeting, please contact the City Clerk’s office. Notification 72 hours
prior to the meeting will enable the City to make reasonable arrangements to ensure accessibility to public
meetings.
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ITEM 1.1
CITY OF BIG BEAR LAKE
PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES
September 3, 2014

CALL TO ORDER
FLAG SALUTE
ROLL CALL

1:15 p.m.

Commissioner Breunig.
Commissioners Breunig, Pacelli, Senft, Vice-Chairman Bush.
Smith was excused.

Chairman

STAFF PRESENT
James J. Miller, Community Development Director; Janice Etter, City
Planner; Andrew Mellon, Associate Planner; and Becky Romine, Commission Secretary.
AGENDA APPROVAL
The agenda was approved as presented by a voice vote.
PRESENTATIONS / ANNOUNCEMENTS / INFORMATIONAL ITEMS
Community Development Director Jim Miller noted that the Planning Commission meeting on
September 17, 2014, has been cancelled. The next regularly scheduled Planning Commission
meeting will be on October 1, 2014.
PUBLIC FORUM
None
1. CONSENT CALENDAR
1.1

Approval of the minutes of the Planning Commission meeting of August 20, 2014.
Commissioner Senft asked that the minutes reflect that he recused himself from the
discussion and the vote on Item 2.3. Commissioner Pacelli moved to approve the
minutes of August 20, 2014, as amended. Commissioner Breunig seconded the motion.
The motion carried.

2. PUBLIC HEARING ITEMS
2.1

Major Special Event 2014-077/MSE
Planner: Janice Etter
Location:
40803 Village Drive (Christmas Tree Corner)
APN:
308-181-09
Applicant:
Open Air Big Bear

PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES

Representative:

September 3, 2014
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Matt Smith

This event is a 100-mile and 50-mile trail run in the San Bernardino National Forest.
The event headquarters is located at 40803 Village Drive, known as Christmas Tree
corner. The headquarters consists of tables and booths for race registration,
communications and information; sports and fitness related vendors, disc jockey music
and announcements, a stage for awards, and the finish line. No streets will be closed,
however, streets in the Village and Moonridge will be used for a portion of the race.
City Planner Janice Etter gave the staff report and presentation.
The Commission questioned how complaints were received and verified that there were
no street closures.
The public hearing was opened at 1:32 p.m.
Matt Smith, representative for the applicant, made himself available for any questions.
Commissioner Senft inquired about the location of the complaints that were received.
Mr. Smith noted that the complaints were not about this specific event, but would
mitigate the complaints during this upcoming event. Commissioner Senft also asked
about the route and the plan for following up on the runners. Mr. Smith said that there
were multiple check-in points on the route and anyone not signed in would be looked
for between each check point.
Public hearing closed at 1:39 p.m.
Acting Chairman Bush moved to adopt the attached Resolution finding the project
categorically exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and
approving Major Special Event application 2014-77/MSE based on the findings and
subject to the conditions of approval contained in attached Resolution. Commissioner
Senft seconded the motion. The motion carried with the following vote:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:
2.2

Breunig, Bush, Pacelli, Senft
None
Smith
None

Variance 2014-098/VAR
Location:
828 Peninsula Lane
APN:
306-055-02
Applicant:
Peninsula Lane, LLC
Representative:
Jim Bell

Planner: Andrew Mellon

The application requests approval of a Variance from front, side, and rear setback
requirements, maximum lot coverage and maximum driveway width requirements with

PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES
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the construction of a cantilevered covered carport deck containing two parking spaces.
The 2,597 square foot parcel is zoned (R-1) Single Family Residence.
Associate Planner, Andrew Mellon, gave the staff report and presentation.
The Commission questioned review and safety of the back-up width. Mr. Mellon
explained that that the standard conditions apply, and although the back-up does not
meet the required 24’, staff believes it does allow for safety.
The public hearing was opened at 2:03 p.m.
Jim Bell, representative for the applicant, was available to answer questions.
Commissioner Senft asked if there was something to prevent icing on the driveway.
Mr. Bell said that the slope is designed to allow run-off to the street.
The public hearing was closed at 2:04 p.m.
Commissioner Senft voiced appreciation for creating provision for off-street parking.
Commissioner Pacelli moved to adopt the attached Resolution finding the project
categorically exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and
approving Variance application 2014-98/VAR based on the findings and subject to the
conditions of approval contained in attached Resolution. Commissioner Senft seconded
the motion. The motion carried with the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:

Breunig, Bush, Pacelli, Senft
None
Smith
None

3. DISCUSSION ITEM - None
4. PLANNING DIRECTOR’S REPORT – None
5. SUMMARY COMMENTS – None
6. ADJOURNMENT
meeting.

At the hour of 2:07 p.m., Acting Chairman Bush adjourned the

MINUTES APPROVED AT THE MEETING OF OCTOBER 1, 2014.

Becky Romine, Commission Secretary
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ITEM 2.1

STAFF REPORT
PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING OF OCTOBER 1, 2014
PUBLIC HEARING
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Project:

CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT APPLICATION 2014-017/CUP
MODIFICATION TO EXISTING CUP

Proposal:

To hold outdoor weddings and receptions and other outdoor gatherings for up to 49
people at the Alpenhorn Bed and Breakfast.

Location:

601 Knight Avenue, Assessor’s Parcel Number 309-122-80

Applicant:

Linda Carpenter, property and business owner

Recommendations: Staff recommends that the Planning Commission hold a public hearing and
consider the written and oral testimony presented during the hearing. Staff further
recommends that the Planning Commission adopt a resolution to allow outdoor
weddings and receptions and other outdoor gatherings for up to 49 persons, based
on the findings and subject to the recommended conditions of approval.

Submitted by,

Prepared by,

JAMES J. MILLER
Community Development Director

JANICE ETTER
City Planner

39707 Big Bear Blvd., P.O. Box 10000, Big Bear Lake, CA 92315
O - (909) 866-5831, F-(909) 866-7511, email - bblplan@citybigbearlake.com
www.citybigbearlake.com

Staff Report
Conditional Use Permit application 2014-017/CUP
October 1, 2014
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PROJECT TIMELINE
This staff report will provide information on the timeline associated with this project, bring the Planning
Commission up to date on the project since it was last discussed by the Commission at the May 21, 2014,
Planning Commission meeting. The report also analyzes a new project alternative that is proposed by the
applicant and includes a resolution to move forward with conditional approval of the project.


August 8, 2013, two neighbors spoke during the Public Forum portion of the meeting and
informed the Planning Commission verbally and in writing of disturbances to surrounding
neighbors by outdoor weddings and outdoor wedding receptions conducted at the Alpenhorn Bed
and Breakfast.



The applicant submitted Pre Development Review 2013-142/PDR requesting comments on a
proposal to hold garden weddings and receptions for up to 125 people, reviewed by the
Development Review Committee on October 9, 2013, and completed by the Planning Department
on October 17, 2013.



Conditional Use Permit Application 2014-017/CUP was submitted on February 19, 2014, and
reviewed by the Development Review Committee meeting of March 12, 2014.



On May 21, 2014, the Planning Commission held a public hearing on the applicant’s proposal to
hold outdoor wedding receptions and other outdoor gatherings at the Alpenhorn Bed and Breakfast
for up to 125 people. The applicant proposed a seasonal use, from May through October, with up
to two receptions or gatherings per week. In the Staff Report prepared for the hearing, staff
recommended one alternative that allowed up to 34 persons in attendance without any necessary
improvements to the property, and a second alternative that allowed up to 49 persons with
improvements needed to provide additional parking and permanent accessible restroom facilities.
The report recommended denial of the applicant’s request for 125 persons based on findings. A
public hearing was held and at the conclusion of the hearing, the applicant requested that the item
be continued to a future uncertain date.



At the Planning Commission meeting of August 6, 2014, the Planning Commission discussed a
possible Development Code Amendment, which would be initiated by the City, to allow Outdoor
Venues & Gatherings for up to 99 persons at bed and breakfast establishments and commercial
lodges in the single-family and multi-family residential zones.
A fundamental question was
raised: “Are outdoor gatherings for large groups of people an acceptable ancillary land use at
bed and breakfast establishments and commercial lodges located in the residential zones?”
Discussion points were developed that included the standards that are currently in place for bed &
breakfast establishments and commercial lodges. The report identifies regulations that are in
place, such as Building Code, Fire Code and handicapped-accessible legislation that must be met
by assembly uses. The report outlined possible performance standards to minimize adverse noise,
traffic and circulation impact on a neighborhood. At the conclusion of this discussion item, staff
received direction from the Planning Commission to apply the existing Development Code
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regulations contained in Development Code 17.25.2201 Ancillary Uses to bed and breakfast and
commercial lodging facilities, and to proceed with an amendment to address the use of outdoor
areas, such as backyards, lawns and gardens. The Planning Commission’s direction was not to
increase density, occupancy or the number of persons allowed in the bed and breakfast or
commercial lodge requesting the ancillary use.


A second public hearing on the Conditional Use Permit was scheduled for the Planning
Commission of August 20, 2014. This meeting was scheduled to consider the outdoor wedding
reception and outdoor gathering request, as well as to reconsider a 484 square foot sunroom
addition to the main building that was approved under Minor Modification 2011-158, but which
expired in December of 2012. This sunroom was never constructed. Plans have been resubmitted
by the applicant for this sunroom addition. The plans also show 6 new parking spaces, a drive
aisle and driveway in front of the bed and breakfast structure, proposed accessible restrooms, and
the existing wedding gazebo. The plans, dated July 15, 2014, are attached to this report as
Attachment 5. However, prior to this meeting but after the public notification was distributed, the
applicant requested that the item be continued. The item was placed on the agenda and a public
hearing was held to receive public testimony of the people in attendance. The item was continued
to the October 1, 2014, Planning Commission meeting so that all members of the commission
could be present.



On September 16, 2014, the applicant, Linda Carpenter and her attorney, Eric Olson, met with the
City Manager, Jeff Mathieu; City Attorney, Jeff Ballinger; Community Development Director,
Jim Miller, and planning department staff. As a result of that meeting, the applicant and her
attorney submitted a revised proposal. This revised proposal will be explained in the following
paragraphs and analyzed in detail later in this report.

BACKGROUND
General Plan Designation

Multiple Family Residential (MFR)

Zoning

Multiple Family Residential (R-3)

Adjacent Land Uses

North - 575, 581 & 591 Knight, single family residence and vacant
properties zoned R-3
South - 619 & 621 Knight, single family residences and vacant properties
zoned R-3
East - 588 Jeffries, multiple family residences (5 cabins), zoned R-3
606 Jeffries, multiple family residences (5 cabins), zoned R-3
620 Jeffries, single family residence zoned R-3
West - 604 Knight, single family residence zoned R-3
618 Knight, single family residence, zoned R-3

1

Development Code Section 17.25.220 - Development and Performance Standards for Ancillary Uses within Commercial
Lodging Facilities and Bed and Breakfast Establishments.
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Aerial and site photographs are shown below:

Land use entitlements for the Alpenhorn Bed and Breakfast establishment were granted by the approval of
Site Approval 97-06/SA and 2001-018/SA. Initially, a 7 guest room bed and breakfast establishment was
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approved, and later another guest room was added, which increased Alpenhorn to an 8 guest room bed
and breakfast establishment. These original approvals do not indicate the use of the facility for outdoor
weddings and receptions or other outdoor gatherings.
In 2009, the City Council adopted Ordinance No. 2009-391, creating Development Code Section
17.25.220, pertaining to the Development and Performance Standards for Ancillary Uses within
Commercial Lodging Facilities and Bed and Breakfast Establishments. The purpose of the code section
is:
To allow ancillary uses that are clearly incidental and subordinate to the principle use, which
shall not cause an intensification of the principal use, and which shall not be operated independently of
the principal use.
This code provision allows areas of the commercial lodge or bed and breakfast to be open to the general
public, meaning non-registered guests of the commercial lodging facility. As stated in the Development
Code, these areas include, but are not limited to, meeting rooms, conference rooms, dining facilities,
pools, spas, and outdoor patios and decks. The ancillary uses must also comply with all State and local
building and health codes and ordinances, including the Federal and State handicapped-accessibility
requirements. Parking must be provided in accordance with the parking requirements contained in
Development Code Section 17.35.070 for hotels. A maximum area of 1,000 square feet was established
for meeting and conference rooms, and regulations were established for dining areas, such that they do not
constitute a separate use, but a use that is ancillary to the lodge or bed and breakfast. The use of outdoor
facilities is prohibited after 10 p.m., and the City’s noise regulations apply to these ancillary uses.
Staff believes that this these ancillary use provisions2 are the appropriate regulations under which to
review the applicant’s request because the Alpenhorn Bed and Breakfast is a commercial lodge in the
residential zone with the primary purpose of providing overnight accommodations to registered guests.
Use of the facilities by their guests is ancillary to the primary purpose of the bed and breakfast
establishment.
REVISED PROJECT PROPOSAL
Through her attorney, Mr. Eric Olson, Ms. Carpenter has submitted a project proposal, dated September
19, 2014. This proposal is attached to this report as Attachment 3.
Staff has summarized the proposal below:
1. Events, such as weddings and wedding receptions and comparable events would be held out of
doors. The total number of registered guests and their guests attending the event would not exceed
49 people, excluding Alpenhorn personnel, supporting vendors and caterers.
2. The registered guests responsible for the event must rent at least half of the guest rooms of the
eight-guest room Alpenhorn Bed and Breakfast establishment.
2

Development Code Section 17.25.220, Development and Performance Standards for Ancillary Uses Within Commercial
Lodging Facilities and Bed and Breakfast Establishments.
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3. No off-site parking would be required. Parking would be accommodated on the property and on
Knight Avenue in front of the Alpenhorn property. The dropping off of passengers would not
occur in the street.
4. Noise would be limited to 55 decibels at the property line and amplified sound would end at 9:00
p.m. Guests would leave the outside area by 10:00 p.m.
5. Alpenhorn will provide at least one personnel on site during weddings to monitor noise levels.
Alpenhorn will obey the rules of their own liquor license. Guests will be responsible for
compliance with any applicable liquor license or laws.
6. Guests must provide one portable accessible restroom and hand washing station.
Each of these points will be analyzed in the following pages.
ANALYSIS
This Analysis portion of the report will evaluate the applicant’s proposal for consistency with the General
Plan and Development Code regulations.
The applicant’s proposal is for 49 persons, excluding Alpenhorn staff and vendors, such as caterers.
The Planning Commission may recall that the second of the two scenarios discussed in the PreDevelopment Review application 2013-142/PDR and Staff Report of May 21, 2014, allowed an
occupancy of up to 49 persons. This number is based on an allowable density of 12 units per acre and a
property size of 0.9 acres. Up to 11 hotel rooms could be built on the property with an anticipated
occupancy of up to 49 people. Under this scenario, the property would be used up to the maximum
density and occupancy contemplated in the General Plan3. The General Plan established this density
restriction for both permanent and transient unit types in the Multiple Family Residential (MFR)
designation for the protection of the residential neighborhoods. 4 A significant Building and Safety and
Fire Code threshold occurs when occupancy exceeds 50 persons or more. Therefore, staff is
recommending a maximum occupancy of 49 people inclusive of Alpenhorn staff and vendors, such as
caterers.
The applicant and her attorney indicate that the 49 person occupancy limit is an interim proposal, until the
Development Code is changed to allow a greater number of guests, at least 99 or 125 persons. However,
staff was given the direction from the Planning Commission to prepare a Development Code Amendment
to change the Ancillary Use provisions to address the use of outdoor areas. The Commission’s direction
did not include increasing the density, occupancy or number of guests above 49.

3
4

General Plan Land Use Policy L 1.1, Multiple Family Residential (MFR)
General Plan Land Use Element, page LU-10
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In the Staff Report dated May 21, 2014, staff indicated that the applicant’s original request for outdoor
wedding receptions and other large gatherings could not be supported because of noncompliance with the
Development Code and General Plan. The recommendation of denial of the request was not based on any
code deficiencies as indicated in Mr. Olson’s letter, but instead on the determination that a request for 125
people would not be considered ancillary and subordinate to the lodge use and would be an intensification
of use, which is not allowed in this residential zone pursuant to Development Code and General Plan.
Staff included five (5) findings in the Draft Resolution attached to that Staff Report for justification of the
recommendation of denial.
The applicant’s proposal is that the registered guests responsible for the event must rent at least
half of the guest rooms of the eight-guest room Alpenhorn Bed and Breakfast establishment.
In order to determine if this current proposal is acceptable to the Planning Commission, the Commission
will need to determine if this proposal is consistent with the purpose of the Ancillary Uses provisions of
the Development Code. Specifically, the Commission must determine that the outdoor reception or event
is clearly incidental and subordinate to the principal use and shall not cause an intensification of the
principal use and shall not be operated independently of the principal use.
Staff’s recommendation is for a maximum occupancy of 49. This number would include all guests,
meaning guests putting on and attending the event and those bed and breakfast guests who are not
associated with the event. The Planning Commission may not wish to address the establishment’s rental
policy but may want to hear from the applicant about how guests not associated with the event will not be
impacted or inconvenienced by the outdoor event.
The applicant’s proposal is that no off site parking would be required. Parking would be
accommodated on the property and on Knight Avenue in front of the Alpenhorn property. The
dropping off of guests would occur on the property.
The submitted site plan shows twenty (20) parking spaces on the property and four (4) parking spaces
within the widened section of Knight Avenue in front of 601 Knight Avenue. Of the twenty (20) on site
spaces:
-

2 of these spaces are within the two-car garage
10 spaces are within paved and marked stalls along the south side of the property. One of these stalls
is designated for the handicapped.
1 of the spaces is located in front of the garage in a tandem orientation with the car parked within the
garage
1 is located in front of the small owner’s residence at the southwest corner of the property
6 are proposed to be created and improved within the front yard area of the property

The Development Code requires that each parking space shall be individually accessible.5 The parking
layout shown on the plan allows all but one of the vehicles (the vehicle in parking space #2) to enter and
leave the parking lot without the need to move another vehicle. Under the parking layout shown on the
5

Development Code Section 17.35.070B.10
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plans, bed and breakfast guests not associated with the event could leave the premises unobstructed. Staff
is not recommending the use of valet or stacked parking on this property in order to reduce the impact of
this ancillary use on the neighbors and retain the residential character of the property from the street view
for the neighborhood. Past parking practices during wedding receptions have been photographed by the
Code Compliance Division and are shown below. These practices include stacked parking within the
driveway area of the premises, on street parking along both sides of Knight Avenue, and parking on
vacant residential lots.
Code Compliance Photographs, 2013

As stated in the Ancillary Use provisions, the parking requirement for Hotels contained in Development
Code Section 17.35.070 shall be used to determine the number of parking spaces when an ancillary use is
proposed. This parking requirement is:
1 space per guest room, plus 1 space for every 100 square feet of restaurant space, plus 1 space for every
70 square feet of banquet/meeting area, plus one space for every 3 employees on the largest shift.
This parking ratio is not easily correlated to the use of outdoor spaces. Staff is recommending that the
parking regulations for this use be performance based.
The applicant proposes to provide all of the required parking on site within designated parking stalls, as
shown on the submitted plans, and to use no more than 4 spaces within the paved and widened right-ofway of Knight Avenue. Knight Avenue has a right-of-way width of 60 feet and on street parking that is
located outside of the traveled way is not expected to adversely affect the neighborhood. On-street
parking would not be allowed during declared snow conditions. Staff believes that this proposal is
acceptable and will avoid parking impacts on the neighborhood that have occurred in the past.
The applicant further indicates that she has a written agreement with the Blauer’s, owners of Pine Haven
Cottages allowing guests to park in their parking lot.
The applicant further indicates that all unloading of passengers will occur within the driveway area on the
property, and not within the street. Staff recommends that the Planning Commission consider requiring
that the loading and unloading by delivery trucks, such as caterers and florists, also to occur within the
driveway area and not within the street, in order to reduce the impact of delivery trucks on the
neighborhood.
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Noise shall be limited to the City noise standard of 55 decibels at the property line. Amplified
sound shall be turned off no later than 9:00 p.m. all guests leave outside area by 10:00 p.m.
These noise parameters are established in the ancillary use provisions, but have not yet been applied to
outdoor uses. The ancillary use provisions also contain a provision that at any time, no bed and breakfast
establishment or commercial lodge may operate or permit to be operating or playing of any device which
reproduces, produces or amplifies sound in a manner that is unreasonably loud, excessive, raucous or
disturbing for a period exceeding ten minutes. With these provisions in place, staff recommends that the
Planning Commission determine that this provision is acceptable.
Alpenhorn will provide at least one personnel on site during weddings to monitor noise levels.
Alpenhorn will obey the rules of their own liquor license. Guests will be responsible for compliance
with any applicable liquor license or laws.
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission accept the applicant’s proposal to have at least one
personnel on site during wedding receptions and other outdoor gatherings on the premises. As stated in
the ancillary use provisions, all requirements of the State Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control must
be strictly adhered to. These requirements include the provisions of Ms. Carpenter’s ABC license to serve
alcohol to her registered guests and requirements for any caterers that may be hired. Staff is unaware of
any provisions that would allow the granting of a license to a private party to bring alcohol onto a premise
that already possesses a liquor license6.
Guests must provide one portable accessible restroom and hand washing station.
As stated in the ancillary use provisions, ancillary uses shall comply with applicable State and local
building, health and handicapped accessibility codes and ordinances. The Building & Safety official
indicates that for an occupancy of 49 people, one unisex handicapped-accessible restroom must be
provided. As proposed and approved, an ancillary use will become a permanent part of the business
operations. Complaints from the neighbors have included disruption to the neighborhood from the
delivery of portable restrooms, the appearance of the placement of the portable restroom in the driveway
area, the noise from the slamming of the door to the portable restroom, and the offensive smell from the
portable restroom. In order to comply with health and safety codes and reduce the impact of this use upon
the neighborhood, permanent restrooms shall be required. The plans submitted with this Staff Report
contain a note that indicates proposed accessible restrooms within the structure.
General Plan and Zoning Consistency
The following analysis for General Plan and Zoning Consistency pertain to outdoor weddings, outdoor
wedding receptions and outdoor gatherings for up to 49 people and a 484 square foot sunroom addition.
This Conditional Use Permit application and the submitted plans have been evaluated for compliance with
the General Plan and the Development Code. This analysis is prepared to support the findings necessary
to approve a Conditional Use Permit application pursuant to Development Code Section 17.03.170.

6

Business and Professions Code 23399.1
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General Plan Consistency
The General Plan land use designation of the property is Multiple Family Residential. The project is
consistent with Land Use Element Policy L 1.1 for the Multiple Family Residential designation, because
commercial lodging facilities are conditionally allowed in this district provided that the density of guest
and dwelling units does not exceed 12 units to the acre. The General Plan Land Use Element is cautious
about commercial lodging in Multiple Family Residential zones and determines that in order to protect the
character of residential neighborhoods, the density restriction of 12 units per acre is appropriate for both
permanent as well as transient unit types in the MFR designation.
This property is developed with an 8-unit lodge, operated as the Alpenhorn Inn Bed and Breakfast, and
one manager’s unit; for a total of 9 units on the 0.93-acre property. The structure contains 6,880 square
feet in area. The proposed sunroom addition is located on the east side of the building and will connect to
the east building wall. The net increase in area of the structure is 484 square feet, for a total building area
of 7,910 square feet. The sunroom addition measures approximately 27 feet wide by approximately 14
feet deep and 19 feet in height. The purpose of the addition is to create a sunroom for bed and breakfast
patrons.
The current development is slightly under density from the maximum of 11 units that is allowed on a
property of this size. A typical maximum occupancy in a hotel room is four persons. Therefore, is could
be reasonably determined that 49 persons including operator, staff and guests could occupy the
commercial lodging facility. This number is the maximum number of persons contemplated for and
expected by the General Plan on a property of this size. Therefore, commercial lodge land use and the
density of development are in compliance with the General Plan Land Use Element.
Land Use Element Policy L1.7 requires that the planners ensure compatibility between land uses which
have different functions, requirements and impacts. By limiting the number of persons assembling at the
lodge, containing all of the activities, parking and deliveries on the site, complying with all building and
health code requirements and complying with all Development Code provisions for Ancillary uses
contained in Section 17.25.220, the surrounding neighborhood is expected to be protected from
experiencing adverse impacts from outdoor gatherings held at Alpenhorn Bed and Breakfast.
The project is consistent with Circulation Element Policy C1.7. The property is located on Knight
Avenue, which has a dedicated right-way width of 60 feet. Street improvements along the property
frontage of 601 Knight Avenue were required as a condition of approval of Site Approval 97-06/SA.
These street improvements paved an additional shoulder area within the right-of-way immediately in front
of the property. This area allows for up to four cars to be parked out of the traveled way of Knight
Avenue on a paved surface.
Zoning Consistency
The Multiple Family Residential (R-3) zoning allows a mix of land uses including single family
residential and multiple family residences and hotels with a maximum density of up to 12 units to the
acre. The Development Code is cautious to allow non-residential uses only when they are complementary
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and not detrimental to the residential neighborhood. The 8-unit commercial lodge, operated as the
Alpenhorn Bed and Breakfast, received a Site approval (Conditional Use Permit) approval on July 8,
1997, under Site Approval application 97-06/SA for 7 guest rooms, which was revised by the approval of
Site Approval application 2001-018/SA on March 26, 2001, to add one additional guest room for a total
of 8 guest rooms and an owner/manager’s quarters. Under these approvals, several conditions of approval
were placed on the Alpenhorn Bed and Breakfast, including but not limited to a condition to operate in
accordance with the manner and intent described under “project characteristics” on the site plan and the
“Resort Enterprises, LLC Executive Summary” submitted by Chuck and Roberta “Robbie” Slemaker and
contained in the project file. The Planning Commission found in the Findings for approval of Site
Approval 97-06/SA that, as conditioned “the daily operations of the hotel and the vehicles traveling to and
from its parking lot may impact adjacent property. However, the recommended conditions will provide
acceptable mitigation of the impacts.” Outdoor weddings, outdoor wedding receptions and other outdoor
gatherings are not listed or discussed in the 1997 and 2001 approvals.
The Development Code allows ancillary uses of commercial lodging facilities by the provisions of
Development Code Chapter 17.25.220 Performance Standards for Ancillary Uses within Commercial
Lodging Facilities. Staff has received direction from the Planning Commission to apply these standards
to outdoor uses.
The applicant is requesting approval of outdoor gatherings for up to 49 people. This number of guests is
consistent with the maximum number of guests or occupants contemplated to be present on a property of
this size in the R-3 zone based on a maximum density of 12 units per acre stated in Development Code
Section 17.25.020. As proposed by the applicant and required in a condition of approval, guests holding
an outdoor event at the bed and breakfast establishment must be registered guests, however, not all guests
attending the event must be staying overnight within the lodge. This provision is consistent with the
Development Code Ancillary Use provisions. All parking for the guests and attendees of the event shall
be provided on site within individual parking spaces numbered 1 through 20 on the submitted plans, with
the exception that up to four vehicles may be parked within the widened and paved portion of Knight
Avenue immediately in front of the bed and breakfast as allowed by Development Code Section
17.25.070E.3.
Noise and amplified announcements or music from the outdoor events shall comply with the noise
regulations contained in the Ancillary Use provisions and the performance standards contained in
Development Code Chapter 17.01.
The sunroom addition is in compliance with the Development Code residential development standards
listed in Development Code Chapter 17.25 for building size, height, building setbacks, lot coverage,
parking requirements and building materials and colors.
Development Code Authority
In compliance with Development Code Chapter 17.03, the Commission may affix conditions to this
Conditional Use Permit, which it deems necessary in order to safeguard the public health, safety and
general welfare and to ensure compliance with the General Plan. The Commission may establish more
stringent regulations on this Conditional Use Permit than those otherwise found in the R-3 district. This
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Conditional Use Permit approval shall apply to the 601 Knight Avenue property for as long as the bed and
breakfast establishment and ancillary outdoor use is in effect, regardless of change of ownership. The
Planning Commission has the authority to request periodic review of the Conditional Use Permit to ensure
that the use is being operated in a manner consistent with the conditions of approval or in a manner that is
not detrimental to the public health, safety or welfare, or materially injurious to properties in the vicinity.
If the operations are found to be in violation of the conditions of approval, detrimental to the public health
or safety or determine to be a nuisance, the Conditional Use Permit may be subject to revocation.
Because the Planning Commission has the authority to require a review of the operations of the bed and
breakfast establishment and ancillary outdoor uses, staff is recommending a condition of approval that an
annual review of this Conditional Use Permit be conducted in the Fall of 2015, after one year of outdoor
events. At that time, the Planning Commission may determine if subsequent annual review of the
Conditional Use Permit is necessary.
Findings for Approval
In order to approve a Conditional Use Permit application, the Planning Commission must make five
findings, as follows:
1. The proposed use and design of the project are consistent with the goals, policies, and objectives
of the General Plan; and,
2. The proposed use and design are beneficial and desirable to the community and is consistent with
the purpose, intent and standards of the Development Code and other applicable codes and
ordinances adopted by the City of Big Bear Lake; and,
3. The site for the proposed project is adequate in size and shape to accommodate all yards, open
spaces, setbacks, walls and fences, parking areas, fire and building code considerations, and other
features pertaining to the application; and,
4. The proposed project and the on-going operation of the use will not have a substantial adverse
effect on abutting property or the permitted use thereof, and will not generate excessive noise,
vibration, traffic, or other disturbances, nuisances, or hazards; and,
5. The site for the proposed project has adequate access, meaning that the site design incorporates
street and highway limitations.
The analysis in this Staff Report shows that the proposal for up to 49 persons on the site for outdoor
gatherings, including outdoor weddings and receptions may be found to be consistent with the General
Plan, Development Code, and codes and ordinances adopted by the City of Big Bear Lake, including State
Building & Safety and Fire Codes, including handicap-accessibility requirements if permanent
improvements are constructed to provide sufficient restrooms, additional permanent parking, and all
required exits, in compliance with all handicap-accessibility requirements. These improvements are
shown on the submitted application materials and plans dated July 15, 2014.
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ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
The project has been reviewed for compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
The project qualifies for a Categorical Exemption pursuant to Section 15301 (Class 1) of the State CEQA
Guidelines. This section exempts the operation, permitting, leasing or minor alteration of existing
structures involving negligible or no expansion of use. Staff recommends that the Planning Commission
determine that the project qualifies for a Class 1 Categorical Exemption. A Notice of Exemption is
attached to this Staff Report as Attachment 2.
PUBLIC NOTIFICATION
Today’s public hearing is a continuance of the public hearing that was advertised and held on August 20,
2014. The public notification was prepared for that August date and included publication of a legal ad in
the August 6, 2014, edition of The Grizzly newspaper, posting of the notice in three public places and on
the City’s website, and direct mailing to 66 surrounding property owners. All of the letters and public
correspondence that have been received are attached to this Staff Report as Attachment 4.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Staff commends the applicant and her attorney for their willingness to discuss the project with the
department heads and for developing the revised proposal for 49 persons. Staff believes that an amicable
solution within the framework of the Development Code and ancillary use provisions has been proposed
for the number of persons on the property, noise generation, ending times, and parking. Some
regulations, specifically those that pertain to public health and safety codes, building codes, handicapped
accessibility requirements and alcoholic beverage regulations, however, are State codes and there is little
room for interpretation, and therefore the standards must be met.
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission hold a public hearing and consider the written and oral
testimony presented during the hearing. Staff further recommends that the Planning Commission adopt a
resolution to allow outdoor weddings, receptions and other outdoor gatherings for up to 49 persons,
inclusive of guests, and for the new construction of a 484 square foot sunroom addition to the east
building wall based on the findings and subject to the recommended conditions of approval.
Attachments:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Resolution No. PC2014-XX
Notice of Exemption
Revised proposal in letter from Eric Olson of Baker, Olson LeCroy & Danielian, dated September 19, 2014
Letters and Public Correspondence
Revised Site Plan dated July 15, 2014

N:\2-Group\Planning\CURRENT\CUP (Sa)\2014\2014-017 ~ 601 Knight Ave ~ Alpenhorn ~ Linda Carpenter\Staff Reports
and Resolutions\October 1, 2014 Agenda\Draft Staff Report 10-01-2014.docx
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ATTACHMENT 1
RESOLUTION NO. PC2014-XX
A RESOLUTION OF THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF
BIG BEAR LAKE, COUNTY OF SAN BERNARDINO, STATE OF
CALIFORNIA, APPROVING CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT 2014-017/CUP
TO ALLOW OUTDOOR WEDDINGS, OUTDOOR WEDDING
RECEPTIONS AND OTHER OUTDOOR GATHERINGS FOR UP TO 49
PERSONS AND TO CONSTRUCT A 484 SQUARE FOOT SUNROOM
ADDITION TO THE EAST BUILDING WALL OF THE ALPENHORN BED
AND BREAKFAST ESTABLISHMENT ON THE 0.93 ACRE PROPERTY
LOCATED IN THE MULTIPLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL (R-3) ZONE AT
601 KNIGHT AVENUE, APN 309-122-80.
A.

RECITALS
(i)

Linda Carpenter, property and business owner of Alpenhorn Bed and Breakfast, has filed
an application requesting approval of Conditional Use Permit application 2014-017/CUP
as described herein (hereinafter referred to as “Application”).

(ii)

The Application applies to a 0.93-acre parcel in the Multiple Family Residential (R-3)
zone identified as 601 Knight Avenue (APN 309-122-80). A legal description of the
property is contained in Exhibit 1 attached hereto, and a vicinity map is attached hereto as
Exhibit 2.

(iii)

The Application, as revised, proposes to hold outdoor weddings, outdoor wedding
receptions and other outdoor gatherings for up to 49 persons pursuant to compliance with
the Development Code Section 17.25.220 Development and Performance Standards for
Ancillary Uses within Commercial Lodging Facilities and Bed and Breakfast
Establishments. The proposal further includes the addition of a 484 square foot sunroom
addition to the east building wall of the structure. Findings in support of this project are
contained in Section B. of this Resolution.
The land use entitlement for this commercial lodge was first approved under Site Approval
97-06/SA for a 7 guest room commercial lodge, known as the Alpenhorn Bed and
Breakfast. This land use entitlement was amended by Site Approval 2001-018/SA which
added one guest room, for a total of 8 guest rooms. The property is currently developed
with the 7,371 square foot 8 guest room commercial lodge, operated as the Alpenhorn Bed
and Breakfast, a 798 square foot owner/manager’s residence, and a 13-space parking lot.
The revised application includes the revised Site Plan prepared by Mountain Architecture
dated July 15, 2014, and the letter from Ms. Carpenter’s attorney, Mr. Eric Olson of Baker,
Olson, LeCroy & Danielian dated September 19, 2014.

(iv)

The properties to the north, south, east and west are zoned Multiple Family Residential.
The neighborhood contains a mix of single and multiple family residential units. Two of
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the three properties to the north are vacant and one is developed with a single family
residence. Two of the four properties to the south are vacant and two are developed with
single family residences. The properties to the east are developed with a combination of
multiple and single family residences; and the properties to the west are developed with
single family residences.

B.

(v)

The project qualifies for a Categorical Exemption from the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to Section 15301 (Class 1) of the State CEQA Guidelines.
This section exempts the operation and minor alteration of existing structures involving
negligible expansion of use.

(vi)

On August 20, 2014, the Planning Commission conducted a duly noticed public hearing on
the Application in Hofert Hall of the Civic and Performing Arts Center, 39707 Big Bear
Boulevard, Big Bear Lake, California, and continued the hearing to October 1, 2014.

(vii)

On October 1, 2014, the Planning Commission resumed the public hearing on the revised
Application in Hofert Hall of the Civic and Performing Arts Center, 39707 Big Bear
Boulevard, Big Bear Lake, California, and concluded the hearing on Conditional Use
Permit application 2014-017/CUP on this date.

(viii)

All legal prerequisites to the adoption of this Resolution have occurred.

RESOLUTION

NOW THEREFORE, it is hereby found, determined, and resolved by the Planning Commission of the
City of Big Bear Lake, as follows:
1.

The Planning Commission hereby specifically finds that all of the facts set forth in the Recitals,
part A of this Resolution, are true and correct.

2.

The Planning Commission hereby finds the project Categorically Exempt pursuant to Section
15301, Class 1 of the State and City CEQA Guidelines.

3.

Based on the evidence presented to the Planning Commission, including oral and written staff
reports and public testimony during the above-referenced public hearing, the Planning
Commission finds as follows and approves an alternative to hold outdoor weddings, outdoor
wedding receptions, and outdoor gatherings for up to 49 persons, in accordance with Development
Code Section 17.03.170 Conditional Use Permits for Conditional Use Permit Application 2014017/CUP.
a. The proposed use and design are consistent with the goals, policies, objectives, and
programs of the General Plan for the Land Use Element Policy L 1.1 for the Multiple
Family Residential (MFR) designation because commercial lodging facilities are
conditionally allowed in this district provided that the density of guest units does not
exceed 12 units to the acre. The General Plan Land Use Element is cautious about
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allowing commercial lodging in Multiple Family Residential zones and determines that in
order to protect the character of residential neighborhoods, the density restriction of 12
units per acre is appropriate for both permanent as well as transient unit types in the MFR
designation.
This property is developed with an 8-unit lodge, operated as the Alpenhorn Inn Bed and
Breakfast, and one manager’s unit; for a total of 9 units on the 0.93-acre property. The
structure contains 6,880 square feet in area. The proposed sunroom addition is located on
the east side of the building and will connect to the east building wall. The net increase in
area of the structure is 484 square feet, for a total building area of 7,910 square feet. The
purpose of the addition is to create a sunroom for bed and breakfast patrons. This addition
is consistent with the land uses listed in Land Use Policy L 1.1.
Land Use Element Policy L1.7 requires that the planners ensure compatibility between
land uses which have different functions, requirements and impacts. Protection of
residential neighborhoods is further enforced by General Plan Land Use Element Policy L
3.3 which requires that planners maintain the integrity, safety and attractiveness of
residential neighborhoods by pursuing compliance with applicable codes and ordinances;
and Policy L 3.4 that visitor lodging in residential areas is allowed with restrictions which
are designed to preserve residential character. By limiting the number of persons
assembling at the lodge, containing all of the activities, parking and deliveries on the site,
complying with all building and health code requirements and complying with all
Development Code provisions for Ancillary uses contained in Section 17.25.220, the
surrounding neighborhood is expected to be protected from experiencing adverse impacts
from outdoor gatherings held at Alpenhorn Bed and Breakfast.
The project is consistent with Circulation Element Policy C1.7. The property is located on
Knight Avenue, which has a dedicated right-way width of 60 feet. Street improvements
along the property frontage of 601 Knight Avenue were required as a condition of approval
of Site Approval 97-06/SA. These street improvements paved an additional shoulder area
within the right-of-way immediately in front of the property. This area allows for up to
four cars to be parked out of the traveled way of Knight Avenue on a paved surface.
b. The proposed use and design are beneficial and desirable to the community and consistent
with the purpose, intent and standards of the Development Code and other applicable
ordinances and codes adopted by the City of Big Bear Lake. The City of Big Bear Lake is
a destination resort and a tourist-serving community. The City has been made aware of the
popularity of outdoor wedding receptions and other outdoor events at this bed and
breakfast establishment. The Development Code conditionally allows commercial lodging
facilities in the Multiple Family Residential (R-3) zone and further allows Ancillary uses to
those commercial lodges, with the compliance of the adopted regulations to preserve the
neighborhood character and prevent adverse impacts of the commercial use on the
neighborhood. The outdoor area of the bed and breakfast is approved to be used for
gatherings of up to 49 people with the construction of additional restrooms and parking
spaces as shown on the submitted revised plan by Mountain Architecture. This number is
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the maximum number of persons contemplated for and expected by the General Plan Land
Use Element for the Multiple Family Residential (MFR) designation for a property of this
size. In addition, above this number, occupancy classifications change and additional
significant health and safety codes are triggered. Additional improvements such as
additional exits and restrooms, are required, which are not shown on the submitted plans.
All Ancillary Use requirements listed in Development Code Section 17.25.220 must be
met. Under this scenario, the Planning Department believes that the use would be
considered ancillary and subordinate to the lodge and the addition of an outdoor gathering
component would not cause an intensification of the lodge use.
c. The site for the proposed project is adequate in size and shape to accommodate all yards,
open spaces, setbacks, walls and fences, parking areas, fire and building code
considerations, and other features pertaining to the application. An evaluation of the
revised project to allow outdoor gatherings for up to 49 persons has been performed to
determine compliance with the Development Code, building and safety and fire code
requirements. Under this alternative, an additional unisex accessible restroom and 20 on
site and 4 on street parking spaces are required to be provided to accommodate up to 49
persons inclusive of guests, lodge staff and event staff. The revised project plans indicate
the creation and restriping of additional parking, creation of a permanent accessible
restroom within the building and the construction of a 484 square foot sunroom addition to
the east building wall of the main structure. The sunroom addition measures
approximately 27 feet wide by approximately 14 feet deep and 19 feet in height. These
proposed improvements comply with the Development Code commercial and residential
building standards, specifically those pertaining to building setbacks, height, parking, and
lot coverage regulations.
d. The proposed project and the on-going operation of the use will not have a substantial
adverse effect on abutting property or the permitted use thereof, and will not generate
excessive noise, vibration, traffic, or other disturbances, nuisances, or hazards. The use of
a commercial lodging facility in the Multiple Family Residential (R-3) zone is not allowed
by right, but must be approved by a Conditional Use Permit (formerly called a Site
Approval). The 8-unit commercial lodge, operated as the Alpenhorn Bed and Breakfast,
received a Site Approval (Conditional Use Permit) approval on July 8, 1997, under Site
Approval application 97-06/SA for a 7 guest rooms, which was revised by the approval of
Site Approval application 2001-018/SA on March 26, 2001, to add one additional guest
room for a total of 8 guest rooms and an owner/manager’s quarters. Under these
approvals, several conditions of approval were placed on the Alpenhorn Bed and
Breakfast, including but not limited to a condition to operate in accordance with the
manner and intent described under “project characteristics” on the site plan and the “Resort
Enterprises, LLC Executive Summary” submitted by Chuck and Roberta “Robbie”
Slemaker and contained in the project file. The Planning Commission found in the
Findings for approval of Site Approval 97-06/SA that, as conditioned “the daily operations
of the hotel and the vehicles traveling to and from its parking lot may impact adjacent
property. However, the recommended conditions will provide acceptable mitigation of the
impacts.”
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Outdoor weddings, outdoor wedding receptions and other outdoor gatherings are not listed
or discussed in the 1997 and 2001, approvals. The Development Code allows ancillary
uses of commercial lodging facilities by the provisions of Development Code Section
17.25.220 Performance Standards for Ancillary Uses within Commercial Lodging
Facilities. Staff has received direction from the Planning Commission to apply these
standards to outdoor uses.
The applicant is requesting approval of outdoor gatherings for up to 49 people. This
number of guests is consistent with the maximum number of guests or occupants
contemplated to be present on a property of this size in the R-3 zone based on a maximum
density of 12 units per acre stated in Development Code Section 17.25.020. As proposed
by the applicant and required in a condition of approval, guests holding an outdoor event at
the bed and breakfast establishment must be registered guests, however, not all guests
attending the event must be staying overnight within the lodge. This provision is
consistent with the Development Code Ancillary Use provisions. Noise and amplified
announcements or music from the outdoor events shall comply with the noise regulations
contained in the Ancillary Use provisions and the performance standards contained in
Development Code Chapter 17.01.
By limiting the number of persons assembling at the lodge, containing all of the activities,
parking and deliveries on the site, complying with all building and health code
requirements and complying with all Development Code provisions for Ancillary uses
contained in Section 17.25.220, the surrounding neighborhood is expected to be protected
from experiencing adverse impacts from outdoor gatherings held at Alpenhorn Bed and
Breakfast.
The Planning Commission has the authority to request periodic review of the Conditional
Use Permit to ensure that the use is being operated in a manner consistent with the
conditions of approval or in a manner that is not detrimental to the public health, safety or
welfare, or materially injurious to properties in the vicinity. If the operations are found to
be in violation of the conditions of approval, detrimental to the public health or safety or
determine to be a nuisance, the Conditional Use Permit may be subject to revocation.
e. The site for the proposed project has adequate access, meaning that the site design
incorporates street and highway limitations. The property is located on Knight Avenue,
which has a 60-foot dedicated right-of-way width. Street improvements were made under
a previous Site Approval application, Site Approval 97-06/SA. These street improvements
paved an additional shoulder area within the right-of-way immediately in front of the
property. This area allows for up to four cars to be parked out of the traveled way of
Knight Avenue on a paved surface. All parking for the guests and attendees of the event
shall be provided on site within individual parking spaces numbered 1 through 20 on the
submitted plans, with the exception that up to four vehicles may be parked within the
widened and paved portion of Knight Avenue immediately in front of the bed and
breakfast as allowed by Development Code Section 17.25.070E.3.
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4. Based on the findings and conclusions set forth in paragraphs 1, 2, and 3, above, this Commission
hereby approves Conditional Use Permit 2014-017/CUP for outdoor weddings, outdoor wedding
receptions and other outdoor gatherings for 49 persons, subject to the conditions of approval as set
forth in the Resolution (Exhibit 3).
5. The Secretary of the Planning Commission shall certify to the adoption of this Resolution.
PASSED, APPROVED AND ADOPTED this 1st day of October, 2014.
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:

Date
ATTEST:

Becky Romine
Planning Commission Secretary

Craig Smith, Chairman
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA
)
COUNTY OF SAN BERNARDINO ) ss
CITY OF BIG BEAR LAKE
)

I, Becky Romine, Commission Secretary of the City of Big Bear Lake, California, do hereby certify that
the whole number of the Planning Commission of the said City is five; that the foregoing Resolution,
being Resolution No. PC2014-xx as duly passed and adopted by the said Planning Commission and
attested by the Commission Secretary of said City, all at a regular meeting of the said City held on the 1st
day of October, 2014, and that the same was so passed and adopted by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:
Witness my hand and the official seal of said City this 1st day of October 2014.

Becky Romine
Planning Commission Secretary
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Resolution Exhibit 1
LEGAL DESCRIPTION FOR
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT 2014-017/CUP
OUTDOOR WEDDINGS, OUTDOOR WEDDING RECEPTIONS AND OTHER OUTDOOR
GATHERINGS FOR UP TO 49 PERSONS AND
484 SQUARE FOOT SUNROOM ADDITION
ALPENHORN BED AND BREAKFAST
601 KNIGHT AVENUE
ASSESSOR’S PARCEL NUMBERS 309-122-80
Parcel 1 of Parcel Map 8302, in the City of Big Bear Lake, in the County of San Bernardino, State of
California, as per plat recorded in Book 90 of Parcel Maps, page 13, in the Office of the County Recorder
of the County of San Bernardino, together with Lot 15, Block 2 of Gus Knights Homestead Tract, in the
City of Big Bear Lake, in the County of San Bernardino as per plat recorded in Book 19 of Maps, Page
59, in the Office of the County Recorded of the County of San Bernardino.
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Resolution Exhibit 2
VICINITY MAP
CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT 2014-017/CUP
OUTDOOR WEDDINGS, OUTDOOR WEDDING RECEPTIONS AND OTHER OUTDOOR
GATHERINGS FOR UP TO 49 PERSONS AND
484 SQUARE FOOT SUNROOM ADDITION
ALPENHORN BED AND BREAKFAST
601 KNIGHT AVENUE
ASSESSOR’S PARCEL NUMBERS 309-122-80

601 KNIGHT
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Resolution Exhibit 3

CONDITIONAL USE PERMIT 2014-017/CUP
OUTDOOR WEDDINGS, OUTDOOR WEDDING RECEPTIONS AND OTHER OUTDOOR
GATHERINGS FOR UP TO 49 PERSONS AND
484 SQUARE FOOT SUNROOM ADDITION
ALPENHORN BED AND BREAKFAST
601 KNIGHT AVENUE
ASSESSOR’S PARCEL NUMBERS 309-122-80
APPROVAL DATE: OCTOBER 1, 2014
EFFECTIVE DATE: OCTOBER 13, 2014
EXPIRATION DATE: OCTOBER 13, 2016

These conditions of approval apply to Conditional Use Permit application 2014-017/CUP to hold outdoor
weddings, outdoor wedding receptions and other outdoor gatherings for up to 49 persons at the Alpenhorn
Bed and Breakfast. The property contains 0.93 acres in the Multiple Family Residential (R-3) zone. For
the purpose of these conditions, the term “applicant” shall also mean the developer, the owner or any
successor(s) in interest to the terms of this approval.
General conditions:
1.

Approval is granted for Conditional Use Permit application 2014-017/CUP to operate an 8 guest
room commercial lodging facility, known as the Alpenhorn Bed and Breakfast, and to have one on
site owner/manager’s unit on the 0.93 acre property. In addition to this primary use, the
commercial lodging facility is approved for an ancillary use to hold outdoor weddings, outdoor
wedding receptions and other outdoor gatherings for up to 49 persons as stipulated below.
Approval is also granted to construct a 484 square foot sunroom addition to the east building
elevation. This project approval is based on the revised plans submitted by Mountain Architecture
dated July 15, 2014, and the revised proposal submitted by Ms. Carpenter’s attorney, Mr. Eric
Olson, dated September 19, 2014. The property contains 0.93 acres in size in the Multiple Family
Residential zone (R-3) zone and is identified as Assessor’s Parcel Numbers 309-122-80. In
addition to the approval of the sunroom, the Planning Commission approves the following
operations of outdoor weddings, outdoor wedding receptions and other outdoor gatherings at the
Alpenhorn Bed and Breakfast establishment:
A. The maximum number of people on the property is 49 people including registered guests,
guests attending the outdoor event, Alpenhorn staff and vendors, such as caterers.
B. Registered guests responsible for an outdoor event on the premises must rent at least half
of the guest rooms of the eight-guest room bed and breakfast establishment.
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C. No off-site parking is required. Parking for registered guests, guests attending the outdoor
event and all staff is accommodated within 20 parking spaces on the property and within 4
parking stalls located within the widened and paved portion of Knight Avenue. Stacked
parking within the driveway is not approved or allowed. The loading and unloading of
passengers and deliveries shall occur in the driveway area on the property.
D. Noise shall be limited to the City noise standard of 55 decibels at the property line.
Amplified sound shall be turned off no later than 9:00 p.m. and all guests leave outside
area by 10:00 p.m.
E. Alpenhorn will provide at least one personnel on site during weddings to monitor noise
levels. Alpenhorn will obey the rules of their own liquor license. If and when alcoholic
beverages are brought onto the premises by others and served on the premises, all
additional regulations of the California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control shall be
met.
F. At least one permanent unisex accessible restroom shall be provided for use by guest
attending the outdoor event.
The submitted plans and the proposed use of the site are approved as submitted and conditioned
herein, and shall not be further altered unless reviewed and approved by the affected City
departments. If not appealed, this approval shall become effective on the eleventh (11th) day after
the date of the Planning Commission’s approval; or the next City business day following such
eleventh (11th) day when the eleventh (11th) day is not a City business day. Unless all conditions
have been complied with and the occupancy or use of the project has been inaugurated within
twenty-four (24) months after the effective date, the land use decision shall become null and void.
For the purposes of this section, the term "inaugurated" shall mean that applicable grading and
building permits have been issued, and that substantial work has been performed and substantial
liabilities have been incurred in good faith reliance on such permits. Any application for an
extension of time shall be submitted to the Planning Division, along with the required fee, at least
ninety (90) days prior to the expiration date of this approval.
2.

Minor modifications to this approval which are determined by the City Planner to be in substantial
conformance with the approved site plan, and which do not intensify or change the use or require
any deviations from adopted standards, may be approved by the City Planner upon submittal of an
application and the required fee.

3.

Approval of this application does not relieve the applicant from complying with other applicable
Federal, State, County or City regulations or requirements, including, but not limited to the
requirements of the California Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control for the serving of
alcohol and the San Bernardino County Department of Environmental Health Services for the
serving of food.

4.

In the event that exhibits and written conditions are inconsistent, the written conditions shall
prevail.
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5.

The applicant shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the City of Big Bear Lake and its
officers, employees, and agents from and against any claim, action, or proceeding against the City
of Big Bear Lake, its officers, employees, or agents to attack, set aside, void, or annul any
approval or condition of approval of the City of Big Bear Lake concerning this project, including
but not limited to any approval or condition of approval of the City Council, Planning
Commission, or City Planner. The City shall promptly notify the applicant of any claim, action, or
proceeding concerning the project and the City shall cooperate fully in the defense of the matter.
The City reserves the right, at its own option, to choose its own attorney to represent the City, its
officers, employees, and agents in the defense of the matter.

6.

The applicant shall be responsible for informing all subcontractors, consultants, or other business
entities providing services related to the project of their responsibilities to comply with all
pertinent requirements in the Big Bear Lake Municipal Code, including all business license
requirements.

7.

Where the conditions of approval require the construction of improvements, the applicant shall
apply for and obtain all needed building permits and inspections and complete the improvements
to the satisfaction of the City of Big Bear Lake.

8.

Prior to holding outdoor weddings, wedding receptions or other outdoor gatherings for 49 persons,
the applicant shall construct the improvements to accommodate these people as shown on the
plans by Mountain Architecture dated July 15, 2014. These improvements include, but are not
limited to six (6) additional paved parking spaces for total of twenty (20) on the property, one
permanent handicapped accessible unisex restroom, and all required accessible paths of travel.

The following are on-going conditions of operation:
9.

All applicable codes and ordinances shall apply to the use and maintenance of the site and
building, including but not limited to the latest adopted versions of the State of California Building
& Safety and Fire Codes. At the present time these are the 2013 code versions. (B&S, FIRE,
CODE)

10.

The applicant shall be responsible for regular and ongoing upkeep and maintenance of the building
and site, including maintenance of roofing, paint and building materials, trees and landscaping,
walkways, parking lot paving condition and striping, snow removal, clearing of trash, weeds and
debris, signs, lighting, and other site improvements. All parking facilities shall be maintained in
good condition. The maintenance thereof may include, but shall not be limited to the repaving,
sealing, and striping of a parking area, including maintenance of all required handicap-accessible
striping and signs. (PLN)

11.

The use of the outdoor area of the commercial lodging facility operated as the Alpenhorn Bed and
Breakfast authorized by this Resolution may be operated year round.

12.

The installation of tents, canopies or other temporary coverings shall be required to meet all
Building and Fire Code requirements, including but not limited to anchoring, fire resistivity, and
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required exiting. Tents, canopies or other temporary coverings may be subject to Building and
Fire permitting requirements, prior to installation, and inspections after installation. (B&S, FIRE,
CODE)
13.

Guests of the outdoor wedding, outdoor wedding reception or other outdoor gathering shall have
access to restrooms, including handicap-accessible restrooms, within the commercial lodging
facility. (PLN, B&S, CODE)

14.

In the event of sudden inclement weather, such as, but not limited to a lightning storm, hail storm,
or thundershower, the guests of the outdoor wedding, outdoor wedding reception or other outdoor
gathering shall have access to the interior of the commercial lodging facility to protect themselves
from harm. (PLN, FIRE)

15.

No parking is allowed on vacant dirt lots in the residential neighborhood. (CODE, PLN, ENG)

16.

At all times, the use and operations of the commercial lodging facility shall comply with the plans,
conditions and land use entitlement granted by Site Approval 97-06/SA, as approved by the
Planning Commission on July 2, 1997; the revision to the land use plans, conditions and land use
entitlement granted by Site Approval 2001-018/SA, as reflected in the approval letter dated March
26, 2001, and these conditions of approval and land use entitlement granted under Conditional Use
Permit application 2014-017/CUP as reflected in the adopted Planning Commission Resolution
No. PC2014-xx. (PLN, CODE)

17.

At all times, the use and operations of the commercial lodging facility shall comply with the
Municipal Code and Development Code adopted by the City of Big Bear Lake including but not
limited to Chapter 17.01 pertaining to performance standards, Chapter 17.03 pertaining to
procedures and obtaining land use approvals, Chapter 17.25 pertaining to Residential districts,
specifically the Ancillary Use provisions contained in Section 17.25.220, and Chapter 17.35
pertaining to Commercial parking regulations. (PLN, CODE)

End of Conditions
B & S – Building and Safety Division
FIRE – Fire Department
PLN – Planning Department

ENG – Engineering Division
DWP – Department of Water
CODE – Code Compliance Department
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ATTACHMENT 2
NOTICE OF EXEMPTION
TO:

Clerk of the Board of Supervisors
County of San Bernardino
385 N. Arrowhead Avenue, 2nd Floor
San Bernardino, CA 92415-0130

FROM:

Planning Department
City of Big Bear Lake
P. O. Box 10000
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315-8900

Project Title:
Conditional Use Permit 2014-017/CUP
Project Location - Specific: 601 Knight Avenue, APN 309-122-80, in the City of Big Bear Lake, San
Bernardino County, California
Description of Approved Project:
To hold outdoor weddings, outdoor receptions and other outdoor gatherings for up to 49 persons at the
existing commercial lodging facility knows as the Alpenhorn Bed and Breakfast and to construct a 484
square foot sunroom addition to the east building wall.
Name of Public Agency Approving Project:
City of Big Bear Lake, Planning Commission
Name of Person or Agency Carrying out Project:
Linda Carpenter, property and business owner.
Exempt Status: (check one) (State type and section number)
XX Categorical Exemption.
Sections: 15301, Class 1
Reasons why project is exempt:
This section exempts the operation and minor alteration of existing structures involving negligible
expansion of use including interior alterations involving interior partitions, plumbing and electrical.
Lead Agency or Contact Person:
Janice C. Etter, City Planner
Date: October 1, 2014

Area Code/Telephone/Extension
(909) 866-5831
Signature:____________________________
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ATTACHMENT 3
REVISED PROPOSAL FROM ERIC OLSON OF
BAKER, OLSON, LECROY & DANIELIAN
DATED SEPTEMBER 19, 2014

BAKER, OLSON, LECROY & DANIELIAN
A LAW CORPORATION
The Galleria Office Tower
100 West Broadway, Suite 600
Glendale, CA 91210

SHELDON S. BAKER

Telephone:

(818) 502-5600

ARSEN DANIELIAN

Facsimile:

(818) 241-2653

ERIC OLSON
CHARLES L. LECROY, III

www.boldlaw.com
OF COUNSEL
JOHN J. JACOBSON
FREDERICK L. SIMMONS

September 19, 2014
By Hand
By Email jmiller@citybigbearlake.com

Planning Commission
City of Big Bear Lake
PO Box 10000
Big Bear Lake, CA 92314
Re: Weddings/Wedding Reception and Comparable Events at 601 Knight Avenue
“Alpenhorn B&B” – Hearing October 1, 2014
Dear Planning Commission –
We are writing with an interim proposal for resolution of this matter.
The City staff has advised that in its view the application of Alpenhorn cannot at
this time be considered for more than 49 guests by reason of deficiencies in the
development code. At the meeting of August 6, 2014 in the discussion of the matter we
understood that the Commission invited the staff to propose amendments to the
development code for its consideration, but that if it had to act prior to consideration of
such amendments, it would apply a limit of 49.
Since the concerns regarding parking, noise and other matters were raised in
2013 a number of steps have been taken including on the part of the Alpenhorn which
has acquired a decibel meter, entered into a contract for overflow parking (1/2 block
away at Knight Avenue and Big Bear Blvd) and has acquired a set of tables and chairs
which will reduce the number of vendor visits. The City has posted “no parking’ signs
on Carter Avenue.
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The Alpenhorn is in an R-3 zone approximately ½ block South of Big Bear
Boulevard. The majority of the properties between it and the Boulevard are either
motels or comparable short term occupancy units. There are some nearby single family
residences which appear to be owned by occasional users, or which are rented out to
visitors to the community.
The Alpenhorn is of the belief that both the history and logical use of its property
would easily accommodate 125 or at least 99 guests of registered guests for wedding
receptions or comparable events. Nonetheless we recognize the practicality that to
make it possible for some sort of action to be taken October 1, we are making the
following interim proposal on the understanding that it would be without prejudice, once
the amendments to the development ordinance are finally acted on, to have the matter
reopened to seek an increase consistent therewith.
Proposal
1.
The Alpenhorn CUP would be amended to recognize the right of t guests
of the Alpenhorn to hold weddings and receptions and comparable events1 utilizing the
outdoor facilities at which the total number of the event sponsors (the registered guests
responsible under the contract) and their guests (collectively “guests”) would not exceed
492.
2.
The conduct of such weddings and receptions and comparable events
being activities of registered guests of the Alpenhorn, and not a separate activity of the
Alpenhorn, the event sponsors conducting them must be renting at least ½ of the guest
rooms of the Alpenhorn. The contracts with the event sponsors would be revised if
necessary to incorporate additional terms consistent with the terms hereof.
3.
There being more than sufficient on site parking capacity in combination
with on street parking in front of the Alpenhorn to accommodate 49 guests, no off-site
parking is required. All vehicles “dropping off” either persons or property would be

1 Comparable event would be other events where organizations whose members are registered guests sponsor private
events not open to the public. Examples would be family reunions or a meeting;convention of/ say, a scrapbook
club.
2 This number excludes Alpenhorn personnel, or supporting vendors such as caterers, etc. These restrictions do not
pertain to solely inside activities which are presently restricted to the inside capacity of the indoors or 32 guests.
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instructed to drive onto the Alpenhorn parking area to discharge passengers or
property, and not to park or stand in the street.

4. Noise shall be limited to the City noise standard of 55 decibels at the property
lines. Amplified sound shall be turned off no later than 9:00 pm with all non-registered
guests to leave the outside area by 10:00
5.
Alpenhorn shall have at least one of its personnel on site during weddings
and comparable events, including to monitor noise levels. Alpenhorn shall obey the
rules of its own liquor license and require event sponsors to be responsible for
compliance with any applicable liquor licenses or laws.
6. In addition to the restrooms presently in the Alpenhorn, where there are to be
over 25 guests, Alpenhorn shall require the event sponsor to provide a supplemental
portable ADA compliant restroom with running water and sink.
7. Alpenhorn may reopen the matter to seek to further amend its CUP to permit
additional guests consistent with amendments that may be made to the development
code or to obtain permits that may be or become available under other legal processes.
Discussion
Parking
(a) Presently the on site parking at the Alpenhorn is deemed sufficient for
34 occupants (32 guests and 2 managers).
(b) The number of parking spaces in the present parking area can be
increased by restriping (including to accommodate a second handicapped parking
space) and use of stacked parking to provide for an additional 8 spaces.
(c) the Plan submitted with our application includes the potential to
provide occasional parking on the front lawn area for another 6 cars . We would
anticipate obtaining necessary permission for a curb cut at the northern end of the
property to accommodate exiting of parked cars.
(d) the street in front of the Alpenhorn has been widened, so that 5 cars
can be parked on the street while leaving the full general width available for general
traffic as well as emergency vehicles.
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(e) City planning is based on a factor of 2.4 persons per vehicle. Thus,
subject to refinement, parking would be provided under (c) and (d) for 26 people plus
32 under (a), and 19 under (b) for a total of 77
(f) With the limited number of 49, it appears that there is adequate
parking on site plus immediately in front of the Alpenhorn on Knight Avenue. However,
the Alpenhorn has arrangements that the event sponsors may avail themselves of to
provide off site parking with shuttle service. . It is contemplated that such parking would
be provided ordinarily at the lot of Blauer Ski Shop and adjacent Pinehaven Cottages
(under common ownership) at the corner of Knight Avenue and Big Bear Boulevard,
approximately ½ block away. We are informed that that lot has 18 parking spaces
(providing for an additional 43 people). This would provide, in total, for 120 people. A
written agreement from the ownership of the Blauer Ski Shop has obtained and would
be made available for inspection by the City upon request. Commonly many guests who
are not registered guests at the Alpenhorn are registered at either the Pine Haven
Cottages or the Black Forest Lodge (also at Big Bear Boulevard and Knight) which has
52 units.I
(g) Historically the event sponsors have provided shuttle service by either
contracting with Big Bear Cab (which has a 15 passenger van) or having a member of
their party provide the service. Assuming that the Blauer Ski Shop lot is used, the
shuttles would simply be moving up and down that ½ block of Knight Avenue.
(h) It is anticipated that backup arrangements with other off-site parking
lots will be made and that if they are used, there will be written agreements with the
relevant owners and the routes for the shuttles may be coordinated with a party to be
designated by the City.
Noise regulation
(a) The Alpenhorn has never, to the best of our knowledge, been cited for
a noise violation at its premises. We suggest that the City noise standard of 55
decibels be the applicable standard.
(b) Since June 2013 the Alpenhorn management has maintained a
decibel reader on the driveway and has monitored the noise level at 55 decibels.
(c) A draft has suggested that all outdoor activities cease at 5:00 p.m.
(and appears to be adapted from the rules applicable to construction) This is
impracticable and would imply that any wedding would have to start no later than 1:00
p. m. This would be unworkable for weddings contemplating only guests from the Big
Bear area, much less guests coming from elsewhere. It should be noted that the
general City ordinance would call for cessation at 10:00 p.m. As part of a resolution of
this matter and as a gesture to the neighborhood, we could provide for any sound
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system to be off at 9:00 p.m. and non-registered guests off the premises, by 10:00
consistent with Alpenhorn’s current business practice..
(d) A draft has suggested that all weddings be conducted under tents. To
the best of our knowledge no couple has ever requested a tent of the magnitude
suggested or of any magnitude large enough to call for a permit (occasionally 100
square foot canopies are used for incidental purposes). Part of the point of a mountain
wedding is to be married under the canopy of tall trees on the Alpenhorn grounds. We
are unaware of any other B&B or other facility subjected to such a requirement. It is not
known or shown what impact a tent might have on noise, but the critical question is the
amount of noise that leaves the premises (see (a) and (b) above.
Onsite Supervision.
(a) Alpenhorn has no problem with having one or more of its own
personnel present at the premises during a wedding or comparable event. In addition,
there is normally present both a wedding coordinator and an appropriately licensed
caterer.
(b) to clarify the matter regarding alcohol,
(i) Alpenhorn, which has its own ABC license, does not provide
any alcohol at wedding or comparable events. The ABC has advised that it does not
regard a wedding party providing beer and wine without charge to their guests at a B&B
as an activity requiring a license. As a practical matter, wedding parties desiring to
serve “hard liquor” are a rarity and would be required to have a professional bartender
who would be required to obtain an applicable license with whatever ancillary
requirements the ABC might impose.
(ii) any requirement to require a professional security service would
be, under historical experience, an unreasonable burden and unnecessary. We are not
aware of any B&B subjected to such a requirement. As noted above, there would
normally be at least three “supervisory” people present.
(c) it is appropriate to recall that the Alpenhorn is not the only source of
visitors who may be on the streets, as indicated above.
Restrooms.
(a) The Alpenhorn has eight guest rooms, each with its own restroom, one with
an ADA compliant restroom. In addition there is already a permanent ½ bath available
to the guests generally.at an event of this sort. It has been the practice to require that
the event sponsor provide a supplemental portable restroom (ADA compliant with
running water and sink) if there would be over 25 guests and a second one if there
would be over 100 guests.. At the request of the neighbor immediately to the South,
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such portable restrooms are located in the parking area adjacent to the rear of the
garage. With a 49 guest limit, the single portable restroom would be appropriate.
(b) The plans submitted include a built in additional ADA compliant restrooms.
These are included on the assumption that there would be at least a 99 guest limit and
their details could be resolved then. With a 49 guest limit, it would be uneconomic to
construct them and, we submit, unnecessary.
Term of CUP
Ms. Carpenter as owner of the Alpenhorn already has a CUP which is
proposed to be amended. It is unlimited as to time but subject to termination under the
applicable laws and ordinances. There is no justification for any change from present
requirements.

We understand that the Staff will offer comments on this proposal as part of its
report, and we reserve the right to make appropriate modifications or additional
comments either before or at the October 1, 2014 meeting.

Very truly yours,

Eric Olson
Eric Olson
of BAKER, OLSON, LeCROY & DANIELIAN
cc: Linda Carpenter

ATTACHMENT 4
LETTERS AND PUBLIC CORRESPONDENCE RECEIVED TO DATE
The following letters were received in response to the public notification performed for the May
21, 2014, public hearing:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Farnaz Eskandani, Mehrnaz Eskandani, Fariba Eskandani
Carol Manoukian
Mindy & Troy Zimmerman
Michael Mojaver
Gerald and April Vetack

The following letters were received in response to the public notification performed for the
August 20, 2014, public hearing:
1. Daniel Newman
2. Michael Mojaver, Mehrnaz Eskandani, Fariba Eskandani and Farnaz Eskandani
3. Walter Wilson
4. Sharon Stephens
5. Jeff Lesser
6. Ken Sobhani
7. Chuck and Robbie Slemaker
8. Kevin and Lorie Belk
9. Sharon Wilson
10. Betty Hutchinson
11. Steve Reneker
12. April Woods
The following letter was recived after the August 20, 2014, public hearing:
1. Orla and Stephen Philip

The City of Big Bear Lake
Planning Division
Post Office Box 10000
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315
May 11, 2014
Ref.:

Major Modification to a Conditional Use Permit 2014-01
APN 0309-122-80

To whom it may concern,
We individually and collectively as the owners of 579 Knight Ave. (APN 0309-122-31) oppose and depose the
above referenced request.
Our property is in an R-3 zoning and is owned by three sisters who have purchased it with the intent to build
three retirement residents and enjoy the tranquility and serenity of the City of Big Bear Lake. Further, over 80%
of Single Family Residences in the City of Big Bear Lake are owned either by absentee owners as weekend
getaway, retirees or investors who use them as vacation rental. Under none of the three aforementioned
circumstances such conditional use permit is consistent with the highest and best use of the properties in the
immediate vicinity of the property captioned above.

The owners of the 579 Knight Ave. (APN 0309-122-31) individually and collectively will hold the City of Big Bear
Lake liable for any loss of enjoyment of their property in law and equity.

Best regards,
Signed on this Eleventh Day of May 2014 in the City of Pasadena California

For and on behalf of;
Mehrnaz Eskandani
Farnaz Eskandani
Fariba Eskandani

Signed by:

Farnaz Eskandani
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Manoukian letter 5-20.txt
From:
Carol Manoukian [carol.manoukian@gmail.com]
Sent:
Tuesday, May 20, 2014 8:12 PM
To:
bblplan
Subject:
CUP 201-017 Modification
Attachments:
photo.JPG
Dear Sirs:
I just received this letter in my mail box at 5:00pm on 5-20-14. Attached
please find a copy of the letter and forwarded address label on the envelope
noting the dates.
Due to the last minute arrival of this notice and the fact that I was clueless
about this hearing until this very moment and living directly behind this said
property, I will be most impacted by your decision of this matter and feel my
concerns should be considered before making your decision.
I am not able to attend the meeting due to scheduled doctor appointments for
my seriously ill son. If there is any way to extend the date of this hearing,
it would be most appreciated otherwise, I will address my concerns here in
this email and would appreciate a phone call letting me know if my concerns
were at all addressed during the hearing.
1. The continuous blocking of the driveway/alley/entrance to my home with the
Alpenhorns guests vehicles is already an issue and a problem almost every time
we come up to spend the weekends at our cabin. This must absolutely not happen
and must stop now.
2. The placement of port a potties must be placed at least 50 feet from our
residence. We arrived last summer to find 2 port a potties backed up right
against the fence 5 feet from our living room windows. This must never happen
again. Please do not allow placement of port a potties on their property for
extended periods of time. They stink!!!!
I am concerned about the noise but as long as they adhere to the 9:00pm rule,
I am okay by it.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.
Sincerely,
Carol Manoukian
Home owner located at
619 Knight Ave. BBL, Ca. 92315
562-331-5900
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zimmerman email.txt
From:
Zimmerman, Mindy (mzimmerman@psusd.us) [mzimmerman@psusd.us]
Sent:
Tuesday, May 20, 2014 11:21 AM
To:
bblplan
Attachments:
City of Big Bear Planning Commission.docx
Dear Becky,
I am a neighbor of April Woods-Vetack and am writing to the Planning
Commission regarding the Alpenhorn Conditional Expanded Use Permit. Please
find my attached letter for the planning commission to consider.
Thank you.
Mindy Zimmerman
(760) 777-0492

CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT: The information in this e-mail inclusive of any
attachment(s) is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 USC
SS 2510-2521 and is legally privileged. It is intended only for the attention
and use of the named recipient. If you are not the intended recipient, you are
not authorized to retain, disclose, copy or distribute the message and/or any
of its attachments. If you received this e-mail in error, please notify me by
return email and delete this message.
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City of Big Bear Planning Commission
P.O. Box 10000
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315
RE: Major Modification to a Conditional Use Permit 2014-017
Alpenhorn Bed & Breakfast
Chairman Craig Smith
Vice-Chairman Anne Bush
Commissioner Paul Senft
Commissioner Joseph Pacelli
Commissioner Tim Breunig
Community Development Director James J. Miller
Dear Planning Commission:
I am just now in receipt of the news about the intentions/permit by Alpenhorn Bed & Breakfast
and am deeply concerned.
I must say that I am disturbed that I was not informed by the city of the intentions of Alpenhorn. I
had to hear by word of mouth. Is it not customary to contact homeowners and notify them?
As for the matter at hand, my husband and I purchased our home at 675 Red Oak more than
nine years ago and have enjoyed our close-knit community during that time. We utilize our
outdoor space as much as possible. It is home to us and do not want that enjoyment and
happiness to dissipate due to an increase in noise, people, parked cars, and trash in the
neighborhood.
Over the course of the nine years, Alpenhorn has had a fair share of over-the-top parties. These
parties have been extremely noisy and lasted well past 9:00PM. In addition, cars parked illegally
on the street and created a driving havoc in the neighborhood.
I understand that it is the intention of the council to deny Alpenhorn an outdoor permit to
accommodate 125 people. I would greatly appreciate this action. I do not oppose a successful
business in the neighborhood, but I do not want to suffer the consequences. I am concerned
about the negative aspects of the increased events.
My husband and I hope we and others living in the surrounding area are fully considered when
the Council meets to address and decide on this permit proposed by Alpenhorn.
Sincerely,
Mindy and Troy Zimmerman
675 Red Oak
Big Bear Lake

Mojaver-Eskandani e-mail.txt
From:
Michael M. Mojaver [Michael@Newport-Construction.com]
Sent:
Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:06 AM
To:
bblplan
Cc:
Mehrnaz Eskandani; Fariba Eskandani; Farnaz Eskandani
Subject:
RE: Major Modification to a Conditional Use Permit 2014-01 - APN
0309122-80
Attachments:
0309-122-80_SUP.pdf
Importance:

High

Attached please review the response to the above subject hearing.
The same is also mailed via US Standard Mail. Below is a copy of the attached
letter for your quick perusal.
===============================================================================
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The City of Big Bear Lake
Planning Division
Post Office Box 10000
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315
May 11, 2014
Ref.: Major Modification to a Conditional Use Permit 2014-01
APN 0309-122-80
To whom it may concern,
We individually and collectively as the owners of 579 Knight Ave. (APN
0309-122-31) oppose and
depose the
above referenced request.
Our property is in an R-3 zoning and is owned by three sisters who have purchased
it with the intent to
build
three retirement residents and enjoy the tranquility and serenity of the City of
Big Bear Lake. Further,
over 80%
of Single Family Residences in the City of Big Bear Lake are owned either by
absentee owners as
weekend
getaway, retirees or investors who use them as vacation rental. Under none of the
three aforementioned
circumstances such conditional use permit is consistent with the highest and best
use of the properties
in the
immediate vicinity of the property captioned above.
The owners of the 579 Knight Ave. (APN 0309-122-31) individually and collectively
will hold the City of
Big Bear
Lake liable for any loss of enjoyment of their property in law and equity.
Best regards,
Signed on this Eleventh Day of May 2014 in the City of Pasadena California
For and on behalf of;
Mehrnaz Eskandani
Farnaz Eskandani
Fariba Eskandani
Signed by:
Farnaz Eskandani
Michael M. Mojaver
We “Do the Right Job"
and “Do the Job Right"
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City of Big Bear Planning Commission
P.O. Box 10000
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315
RE: Major Modification to a Conditonal Use Permit 2014-017
Alpenhorn Bed & Breakfast
Chairman Craig Smith
Vice-Chairman Anne Bush
Commissioner Paul Senft
Commissioner Joseph Pacelli
Commissioner Tim Breunig
Community Development Director James J. Miller
Dear Sirs and Madam:
When my husband and I purchased our home in Big Bear Lake, August, 2013, it was to find respite from
city life and seek refuge in ‘the island in the sky’ for peace and quiet and to possibly open a small
business to join our new community. Reality does not always match the dream. What happened when
we began staying in our haven is as follows:
1) We were startled to hear not only loud music but also a DJ voice over loud speakers from a
weekend party at the Alpenhorn.
2) We found ourselves not able to leave our property because a wedding guest at the Alpenhorn
parked/blocked our driveway. We had to walk down to the B&B, go amongst strangers asking if
any one owned the car we were describing and were given uncomfortable looks because we
were ‘intruding’ on their party. Finally the person who owned the car was found. It took close
to a half hour for us to leave our home.
3) Some guests sat in their cars smoking and drinking and after the wedding party some rambled
out to the street to continue the festivities.
4) We found litter left at the side of road the next day.
My husband and I are both small business owners, and understand The Alpenhorn wanting to expand to
increase business revenue. However, in this situation the gain for one person, the owner of the
Alpenhorn becomes a loss for the neighbors. Ms. Carpenter’s request will compromise the collective
quality and quiet enjoyment for everyone in this residential area if the Alpenhorn is permitted to have
an outdoor party EVERY Friday and Saturday night for six months. What is most confusing to me is that
the Alpenhorn Bed & Breakfast is currently listed For Sale and has been for several months.
We are relieved to learn the Staff recommendation is to deny an outdoor permit to accommodate 125
people. We also acknowledge and appreciate what appears to be a compromise by the city staff to allow
Ms. Carpenter up to 34 outdoor guests. However, may we also offer the following for your
consideration?
1) Can parking signs be installed on our street stating vehicles will be towed, at the owners
expense, for blocking driveways?

2) What methods will be employed to monitor the adherence of the maximum of 34 guests?
Are the occupants of the eight suites included in the total maximum of 34 guests? Will
there be a protocol for the neighbors to report non-compliance?
3) Can it be stipulated that no outdoor speakers be allowed at any event? If it is a small
‘boutique’ intimate wedding; loud outdoor speakers are not necessary and will ensure
neighbors are not disturbed.
4) Can it be required that ALL delivery drivers, i.e. tables, flowers, chairs, etc., not be allowed
to leave their trucks parked in the street during delivery and pick-up?
5) What are neighbors to do when guests are partying in the street smoking and drinking and
leaving behind their trash? We should not be in a position where we have to ‘police’ our
neighborhood every weekend May through October.
Thank you for your consideration and allowing us to share our experience, thus far, and viewpoint.
Sincerely,
Gerald and April Vetack
665 Knight Ave, BBL

Eskandani & Mojaver letter 5-13-14.txt
From:
Michael M. Mojaver [Michael@Newport-Construction.com]
Sent:
Thursday, August 14, 2014 11:41 AM
To:
bblplan; Janice Etter
Cc:
Mehrnaz Eskandani; Fariba Eskandani; Farnaz Eskandani
Subject:
RE: Major Modification to a Conditional Use Permit 2014-017 - APN
0309122-80
Attachments:
0309-122-80_SUP.PDF
Importance:

High

Hi Janice,
I hope all is well with you.

We are once more in receipt of;

Notice of Public Hearing Before the Planning Commission
City of Big Bear Lake
Wednesday, August 20, 2014, at 1:15 P.M.
Major Modification to a Conditional Use Permit 2014-017
Our position remains the same as submitted on previous hearing of the May 21,
2014 and as stated on the
email that follows below as well the letter attached.
Please confirm receipt of this email and let me know if any question or concern.
Cheers and have a nice day,
Michael M. Mojaver
We “Do the Right Job"
and “Do the Job Right"
From: Michael M. Mojaver [mailto:Michael@Newport-Construction.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 11:06 AM
To: 'bblplan@citybigbearlake.com'
Cc: Mehrnaz Eskandani (meskandani@sbcglobal.net); Fariba Eskandani
(FEskandani@gmail.com);
Farnaz Eskandani (FarnazEsk@gmail.com)
Subject: RE: Major Modification to a Conditional Use Permit 2014-01 - APN
0309-122-80
Importance: High
Attached please review the response to the above subject hearing.
The same is also mailed via US Standard Mail. Below is a copy of the attached
letter for your quick perusal.
===============================================================================
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The City of Big Bear Lake
Planning Division
Post Office Box 10000
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315
May 11, 2014
Ref.: Major Modification to a Conditional Use Permit 2014-01
APN 0309-122-80
To whom it may concern,
We individually and collectively as the owners of 579 Knight Ave. (APN
0309-122-31) oppose and
depose the
above referenced request.
Our property is in an R-3 zoning and is owned by three sisters who have purchased
it with the intent to
build
three retirement residents and enjoy the tranquility and serenity of the City of
Big Bear Lake. Further,
over 80%
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Eskandani & Mojaver letter 5-13-14.txt
of Single Family Residences in the City of Big Bear Lake are owned either by
absentee owners as
weekend
getaway, retirees or investors who use them as vacation rental. Under none of the
three aforementioned
circumstances such conditional use permit is consistent with the highest and best
use of the properties
in the
immediate vicinity of the property captioned above.
The owners of the 579 Knight Ave. (APN 0309-122-31) individually and collectively
will hold the City of
Big Bear
Lake liable for any loss of enjoyment of their property in law and equity.
Best regards,
Signed on this Eleventh Day of May 2014 in the City of Pasadena California
For and on behalf of;
Mehrnaz Eskandani
Farnaz Eskandani
Fariba Eskandani
Signed by:
Farnaz Eskandani
Michael M. Mojaver
We “Do the Right Job"
and “Do the Job Right"
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August 18th, 2014
Attention: Janice C. Etter
City Planner
Re: Alpenhorn Bed and Breakfast

My name is, Walter Wilson, I reside at 606 Merced Ave. in Big Bear
Lake, and I am writing to you in regards to The Alpenhorn Bed &
Breakfast located on 601 Knight Ave. in Big Bear Lake.
It is to my understanding that last fall of 2013 that you the board had
told her she was forbidden from operating any weddings or parties
because she was not in compliance with the codes set forth. In knowing
that she was not to have any more doings, she deliberately had a
wedding August 16th. Just 5 days before your scheduled meeting of
August 20th. That is outright flagrant and defiant against you the board
and shows a total disregard for the law. Because she shows total
disregards for you or the law, she should be shut down from having
these gatherings because no matter what you tell her, she is going to
do what she wants.
She has 8 parking spaces for her 8 bedrooms and 2 parking spaces for
her the owner. I know she has made parking arrangements with two
other businesses, but there is no guarantee that there will be enough
available parking whenever Linda schedules a large party. I flatly am
against the shuttling idea because it just creates more traffic running
back and forth, not to mention the exhaust fumes from the vehicles.
Another reason is at the end of the night people are smoking and drunk

or just plain happy and loud. At this point it’s after 10:00 o clock and
the groups are in concentrated numbers. There is no monitoring of the
cigarettes being flicked into the bushes or people being drunk or
slightly inebriated. They can fall on our not so good roads. Will the city
be open and responsible to the law suits that could follow?
Linda Carpenter, holds a liquor license from what we have been told,
for her to leave the party unattended is dangerous as well as negligent.

-2To let her guest serve themselves without supervision and possible
minors drinking is a violation of her liquor license.
I feel that because she shows that she is not worried about being shut
down, how about imposing fines for her repeated infractions. Then
after so many infractions, just take away her rights to any gatherings,
just run it as it was intended…..a Bed and Breakfast.
I also would like to know if she has met the ADA Standards for the
handicap that might be attending these functions. I know she does not
have special handicap parking set aside or marked in blue with the
handicap symbol.
In closing my statement to you, I hope that when you the board comes
to a vote that you will vote in favor of the residents.
Thank You.

Stephens letter.txt
From:
Sharon Stephens [sharon.stephens@att.net]
Sent:
Tuesday, August 19, 2014 9:50 AM
To:
bblplan
Subject:
major modification to a conditional use permit 2014-017 alperhorn bed & breakfast, ms linda carpenter
just where are all of these guests going to park their cars? there is no
available parking
on the street and limited parking at the inn. in the past the guests have parked
in
vacant lots and up and down the road without permission, run over and broken
water
meters, leaving trash behind,etc.
maybe ms. carpenter should consider renting one or 2 of these lots to provide
parking
for her guests and someone to guide the guests into and out of the selected
parking
area. by doing this she would become responsible for the safety of the guests
not us.
issueing permits for these events without providing parking for the guests is not
a well
thought out plan. as well as leaving many of us feeling taken advantage of.,
wondering
what our liability is if a guest should become injured on our property.
thank you for giving us a forum to express our concerns
sharon stephens
645 kinght st
big bear lake
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Modification to CUP 2014-017-hearing on 8-20-14 - Lesser.txt
From:
Lesser, Jeff [JLesser@dpw.sbcounty.gov]
Sent:
Tuesday, August 19, 2014 11:19 AM
To:
bblplan
Subject:
Modification to CUP 2014-017-hearing on 8-20-14
My name is Jeff F. Lesser and I own the property at 634 Merced, which is less
than 400’ from the Bed &
Breakfast(B&B) asking for a CUP variance.
I did not receive your notification
by mail until Saturday the
16th and was thus unable to make accommodations at work to be able to attend the
meeting tomorrow
in person.
I OBJECT to the CUP modification entirely. There are only 8 parking
spaces on the property
of the B&B. If 125 people are allowed to attend “events”, and assuming average
of 2 people per car,
would create a parking space deficit of 60 spaces! As a registered Civil
Engineer in this state I am aware
that parking lot design is based on the anticipated number of vehicles using a
facility in a given time
period. This parking lot was designed to accommodate 8 vehicles ONLY, not 68.
The owner should
have had the foresight to build enough parking spaces originally and is now far
more interested in
making a profit than the effects on the neighboring residents. In the past, when
this B&B held
“events”, the event goers parked among other places Carter Ln. which is only 14’
wide, and connects
Knight Avenue and my street Merced, blocking access to all homes on Merced. In
addition to the illegal
parking on Carter, event goers also have found their way onto Merced and
parking, further blocking
egress to the properties. The rest of any overflow parking ended up parking up
and down the sides of
Knight Ave. This is not an acceptable situation under any circumstances, but
especially on a biweekly(i.e. Saturday and Sundays) frequency when most of the part time residents
use their cabins!
Myself and all the other homeowners bought in that neighborhood for the peace and
tranquility it
provides. If approved, this modification would ruin said peace and tranquility
of the many, for the
profit on ONE individual. My family has owned my cabin since 1929. Please think
of the residents of
the neighborhood instead of a individual owner of a business.
(1.) What is
being required of the B&B
to accommodate an additional 60 vehicles? Unless parking can be provided on site
of the B&B this
modification SHOULD and MUST be denied.
Furthermore, have any noise studies been done to meter the effects of the
proposed “events” on the
neighboring residences. As stated previously, my home is less than 400’ from the
driveway to the B&B.
I am currently able to hear bands, etc. at the lakeside bars, at my cabin. If
bands, or are allowed at the
future events, the decibel level will constitute a public nuisance, and the
police will need to be
summoned EVERY TIME such activity occurs. But even large groups of people(125+)
will be able to be
heard by myself and the other nearby residents. (2.) What has been done to ensure
any anticipated
noise levels will remain below acceptable levels?
For the reasons stated above, I request your DENIAL of the CUP modification.
I thank you for your consideration of this matter,
JEFF F. LESSER
634 MERCED LN
BIG BEAR LAKE, CA 92315
909-553-0788
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Jeff Lesser, P.E., Q.S.D., M. ASCE
Public Works Engineer II
Department of Public Works
Flood Control Engineering
(909) 387-8296
"Our job is to create a county in which those who reside and invest can prosper
and achieve well-being."
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601 night ave - Sobhani.txt
From:
Jelveh Sobhani [jksobhani@yahoo.com]
Sent:
Tuesday, August 19, 2014 12:10 PM
To:
Janice Etter
Subject:
601 night ave
Hi,
On two occasion last summer when there was a gathering at 601 night, people
parked
in my drive way blocking me from getting out,.I had to walked there and asked
them to
locate the car owner.
I probably happens more often since I am there only a few times a year.
Thank you
Ken.
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Slemaker Weddings.txt
From:
slemaker@aol.com
Sent:
Tuesday, August 19, 2014 5:09 PM
To:
Janice Etter
Subject:
Weddings
Hi Janice,
Chuck and I wanted to clarify for you and the city what we had done at the
Alpenhorn while we were the
owners from 1999 - July 2007.
All weddings were for registered guests only - no exceptions. The wedding party
stayed at the
inn.
Small cozy weddings
Usually indoors
Early afternoon weddings
Usually 2 weddings per year
Never used portable toilets
We had 2 weddings outside - max. 30 guests
Used local vendors - Little Greenhouse (flowers), Big Bear Rentals (chairs)
Ceremony in back garden at gazebo
We were always respectful of our neighbors. If you need any additional
information, please ask.
Warm Regards,
Robbie and Chuck Slemaker
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Belk Letter.txt
From:
kevbelk@aol.com
Sent:
Tuesday, August 19, 2014 10:19 PM
To:
bblplan
Subject:
Planning Commission
CUP 2014 -017
Big Bear Lake Planning Commission,
This letter is meant to explain my great displeasure with the possibility of
allowing any type of
outdoor weddings, gatherings, parties, etc. No one wants to have weddings
happening every
weekend in a residential zone, especially next to their residence as these zones
are supposed to
be sacred. Places that are to be quite and free of lots of activity. The
possibility of additional
crime, noise, trash and other nuisances greatly increase when the uses allowed in
residential
zones are no longer residential. The opportunity for accidents, increased
vehicular traffic, noise
and my loss of privacy greatly increases when there are delivery trucks,
photographers, DJ'S,
flower deliveries, table and chair deliveries, limousines, party buses, caterers,
party guests, etc
dropping off equipment. Only the people that live in these residential areas
should be driving
down the street. Once the event is over those same delivery people have to come
back and pick
it all up. This type of activity will greatly increase the amount of vehicle and
pedestrian traffic
in my neighborhood which is supposed to be quiet, calm, quaint, and a peaceful
neighborhood.
You might as well put a Pizza Hut and Dominoes Pizza store in the middle of my
neighborhood. My grandchildren will no longer be able to play in the front yard,
because if they
end up in the street by accident my fear is that one of these automobiles
associated with these
commercial venues traveling down the street and hitting them increases
substantially. How do
you control outdoor sound traveling into my open windows? If the event venue was
booked for
a Friday, Saturday and Sunday, my entire weekend retreat would be destroyed. Why
are these
outdoor receptions not being held at a commercial facility where these types of
uses are
allowed? How would you like it if you had to look out your window at blue
port-a-potties, let
alone sit on your back deck and smell human waste and listen to a wedding party
or large
family reunion? Face it, a wedding reception is a loud party, typically with
alcohol involved. I
could understand if my neighbor wanted to let their son or daughter get married,
sure it's ok,
once a year I have an understanding for that it because it is not a continuous
burden on me and
my family. However, we bought a house in Big Bear Lake with the expectation of
having a
quiet, peaceful cabin. Allowing these outdoor weddings and outdoor gatherings
would do the
exact opposite of what my family and I purchased a home in the very beautiful and
quiet City
of Big Bear Lake. If I wanted to live somewhere where no one followed the rules
and I could do
whatever I wanted we would have purchased a piece of property in Big Bear City.
Why are we
as a City lowering our standards to accommodate a single business? These outdoor
weddings
and outdoor gatherings will ruin my property value and provide a negative impact
to my
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neighborhood while putting the safety of my family in jeopardy. I would assume no
one can
live next door to these and maintain a reasonable quality of life.
We strongly oppose ANY outdoor operations for commercial businesses located in
any
residential zones.
Kevin and Lorie Belk
39080 Bayview Lane
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Well here we are again and thanks to you guys I’m learning to get over
my shyness of public speaking. I truly want to thank you for all the
many hours you all have spent on the bed and breakfast situation. I
know it has been exhausting for all of you, as well as for my neighbors.
I watched the Aug. 6th meeting and was again concerned about some of
things that were still in question. First of all I am not in favor of Linda
Carpenter owner of the Alpenhorn Bed & Breakfast, getting a Major
Modification to a Conditional Use Permit to conduct weddings and
other major gatherings for up to 125 guests. She clearly does not
exercise control over her guest as previously stated. The Alpenhorn was
originally built as a Bed & Breakfast and always had small intimate
parties for their guests. Never did they hold large weddings or
gatherings. You never knew they even existed because this place was
quiet and MIRRORD the neighborhood, as was promised! This
information can be verified by a recorded phone call to Janice Etters, by
the original owner himself. Linda has lied continuously about that
information.
I’m not going to go over all the previous complaints, because you are all
too aware, and have addressed all of these issues, but I am concerned
about a few as follows.
First of all Linda had another party Aug.16th that was recorded by James
in Code Enforcement. She has total disregards for you the board, after
all you told her NO Parties until this matter was resolved.
I am appalled when I hear how Linda thinks the current rules and
regulations shouldn’t apply to her….as she puts it, “obssured”. I for one
think that her original capacity of 34 is more than fair.

-2Now in regards to the bathrooms, she clearly needs extra bathrooms
that are not in the guest rooms. To use those by anybody other than
the registered guest is a board of health violation. Each room is to be
cleaned and sterilized before public use, unless permitted by the guest.
Putting up temporary stinky, smelly portapoties is a temporary solution
not a permanent one. It’s discussing for us neighbors to have to smell
this.
Parking is another major issue. I do not support the shuttle bus, taxi, or
bussing of party goers. Linda had made arrangement to use other
business’s parking lots. What happens when those parking lots are
being used by their businesses and can’t accommodate all Linda
needs….where do the cars then….back on the streets? They cannot
guarantee her that there will be enough parking for every scheduled
event she wants. For 125 guests she needs 52 parking spaces using your
formula of 2.4 people per parking space. This does not included the 8
needed for the 8 assigned bedrooms and 2 for the owner. So again her
business should be conducted and fully contained on her property…as it
was meant to be.
Last but not least, I have contacted the State of California Liquor
License Board and found out that Linda is in violation there as well. For
the license she holds, she can only serve alcohol to her registered
guest, not to any other people like the attendees at the various parties.
Also no attendees at these functions are permitted to bring outside
liquor to the parties. Thirdly the only liquor that Linda can serve her
registered guest has to be purchased by a license liquor dispensary.
Lastly, if someone gets killed or hurt when leaving her property while

-3Intoxicated she is open to a law suit and suspension of her license and
business, period! To allow this woman who thinks laws and regulations
don’t apply to her should not have any kind of permits to operate any
kind of business. Here is the phone #1-562-402-0659. The web site is
ABC.ca.gov to find out more info on the state laws governing liquor
license. This would go for all B & B’s and Commercial Lodges under this
license.
I would like to know if ADA has been notified to clear her place as
being up to code and handicap accessible. I know she has to have
ramps, bathroom and bedroom modifications made. Is this being
looked into? She as well as other Bed and Breakfast and Commercial
Lodges should, according to ADA, be inspected by the CASP (Certified
Access Specialist Program) Inspector. Any questions about the building
codes and etc. are handled by the DSA (Division of the State Architect)
these two agencies work together. Our Building and Safety Department
would do well when working with them, as they set the codes for any
modifications that need to be done, as there would be no confusion, no
exceptions, no favoritism, just plain hard given facts. You can contact
them at the address given:
www.dgs.ca.gov/DSA/Programs/programCert/casp.aspx or Phone at: 1916-658-1081.
Now in regards to the Edgewood Mansion, recently known as the
Jefferies Mansion, going by the information given at the Aug.6th
meeting I have concerns there too. They have stated that they have
already been working with the City. It sounds like you have already
made a decision to allow them to shuttle their guest to one of their 3

-4privately own parking lots, because they are already doing this, which
implies that you are giving them permission to hold these functions.
That is really jumping the gun. Also they state how they own 6 various
venues in the Village, and that they generate so much business in Big
Bear because they employ up to 300 people for their business at the
Lodge. The money generated by their 6 businesses in town would
generate the same amount of revenue if they were owned by 6
different owners. As far as hiring all the necessary people and local
venders to supply their large parties, they are the same ones they need
for the smaller parties. Sure it sounds so great to hear how these two
folks are doing and spending and generating so much money, but break
it down. It is no different than what anyone else is doing, accept you
have one couple doing it instead of maybe 6 individual doing it. You the
city are still collecting the same revenue, and the businesses of Big Bear
are still profiting as well. So because this couple is well vested in Big
Bear it should not sway your decision to do the right thing. He does not
have much more than maybe 10 parking spaces on his property. Hardly
enough for their large parties. To state that this is such a “unique piece
of property” and that it would naturally generate issues with the
neighbors is ridiculous. The neighbors don’t have an issue with this
beautiful property, the issues is all the functions going on at the
property! The same things the Alpenhorn B & B is doing.
I feel that commercial zoned B & B”s and Commercial Lodges and R3
Zoned B & B”s and Commercial Lodges should not have the same rules
and regulations. R3 are quiet residential areas, commercial is not, R3 is
limited lot size, commercial is not. Sounds in R3 echoes too far,
commercial does not. Bottom line is:

-5BED AND BREAKFAST IN R3 NEEDS TO MIRROR INTO RESIDENTAL
NEIGHBORHOODS, NOT THE RESIDENTAL NEIGHBORHOODS FITTING
INTO THE BED AND BREAKFASTS NEEDS AND WANTS.
I know you the City Planners are trying to make everyone happy, but
the bottom line here is the B & B’s are looking for loopholes and by
granting R3 Zones these variances will only create an avalanche of
others to do the same. I can see future large home converting into B &
B’s or lodges and then applying for all these permits and you will have
Big Bear Valley B & B’s fighting against the Residents, homeowners and
renters alike. That’s not the way I want Big Bear to grow or to project a
negative view from others who come here to own a secondary or
retirement home. Permanents and weekend visitors generate our
economy, as well as all our businesses. We need to all work and play
and look out for each other, not just for ourselves.

Planning Commission Item.txt
From:
Steve Reneker [renekers@aol.com]
Sent:
Tuesday, May 20, 2014 7:49 AM
To:
Janice Etter
Cc:
linda.reneker@bourns.com; AWoods@palomar.edu
Subject:
Planning Commission Item
Attachments:
City of Big Bear Planning Commission - 679 Knight.docx
Please see the attached letter for consideration at Wednesday's Planning
Commission.
Thank you,
Steve & Lindy Reneker
679 Knight Ave.
PO BOX 113
BBL 92315
renekers@aol.com
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City of Big Bear Planning Commission
P.O. Box 10000
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315
RE: Major Modification to a Conditonal Use Permit 2014-017
Alpenhorn Bed & Breakfast
Chairman Craig Smith
Vice-Chairman Anne Bush
Commissioner Paul Senft
Commissioner Joseph Pacelli
Commissioner Tim Breunig
Community Development Director James J. Miller
Dear Planning Commission:
My wife and I purchased our home in November 2007, where I serve on Ski Patrol at Snow Summit Ski
Area. The community on Knight Avenue is quiet and lightly traveled. The community joins together to
make sure trash and litter is picked up when they see it. In our cul-de-sac, we have neighbors that work
for the post office, the ski area and for the local hotels that require them to get up early (4am-5am) and
get to bed by 9pm.
The Alpenhorn is a beautiful property that is well kept and is a great asset to Knight Avenue. My wife
and I support the expansion of permits to help increase revenue to their operations, but not at the
expense of noise, traffic and trash in the neighborhood. There were a couple of events that were held
last summer that were loud and continued until 10pm. But after 10pm, they were respectful and shut
off the loud outdoor music. In addition, there were cars parked from the Alpenhorn nearly all the way
to Pennsylvania. One of the cars parking on our property was right in front of a fire hydrant (since there
are no curbs to paint). Another neighbor called the Sheriff and the car was ticketed.
While we want to see the Alpenhorn succeed, we are fine with the permitted expansion as long as any
large event that has outdoor music quiets down by 10pm, and that parking be made available on their
property or shuttled in from another parking location and trash is picked up the following day.
In discussing this issue with our neighbors Gerald and April Vetack, we understand that your staff
recommendation is to deny an outdoor permit to accommodate 125 people. We understand that there
is consideration for a compromise by the city staff to allow Ms. Carpenter up to 34 outdoor guests.
My wife and I support the decisions being considered by City staff and hope the parking and trash left
after events are dealt with as well.
Sincerely,
Steve and Lindy Reneker
679 Knight Ave

Woods response e-mail.txt
From:
Woods, April [AWoods@palomar.edu]
Sent:
Tuesday, August 05, 2014 9:02 AM
To:
Janice Etter
Subject:
RE: Alpenhorn Update ?
Attachments:
City of Big Bear Planning.docx
Good Morning, Janice.
Please find attached a letter for the Planning Commission meeting. My only
concern, and confusion, is
at the last meeting the number discussed with the most minimal required changes
was to max out at
49. I do not understand why the Planning Commission now will suggest a cap of
99?
But, I understand the process is the process and it is a difficult situation.
It's just hard to
accept because this is a residential community. Even my husband and I will
eventually want to build
more cabin units due to the R3 zoning but we are very respectful of the
neighbors; we aren't even
putting a fence up without all their input!!!! :o)
Also, just a quick foot note. At the last meeting it was stated by another lodge
B&B owner "we have
held large parties up to 200 with no problems" but this argument is presented as
if "precedent" should
set 'law' which is a logical fallacy. Just because it has been done, does not
mean it is legal and should
continue. It is only because Ms. Carpenter irresponsibly with her parties and
then taking the position
"I don't have control over guests" that caused so many complaints to law
enforcement. If she had
been respectful to neighbors, kept the noise down to a reasonable hour, worked
with her immediate
adjoining neighbors, had a specific contract with any wedding party regarding the
behavior of guests,
had already in the party contracts stated parking not to be in the residential
area, etc., no one would
have called the city to complain. Instead, she did "what she wanted to do" and
now portrays herself
as a victim.
Thank you for the update.
Take care,
April

From: Janice Etter [etter@CITYBIGBEARLAKE.com]
Sent: Monday, August 04, 2014 3:02 PM
To: Woods, April
Subject: RE: Alpenhorn Update ?
Dear April,
Two items are moving forward. First, at the Planning Commission meeting on
August 6, staff
is taking a discussion item in front of the board to ask them if they want to
allow bed and
breakfast establishments (like Edgewood Mansion) and commercial lodges (like
Alpenhorn) to
rent out their outdoor spaces for wedding receptions and other outdoor gatherings
for large
groups of people; and if so, what types of conditions does the board want to
impose on these
uses. Our issue is that, these properties are located in residential zones, not
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commercial zones.
We are suggesting a cap of 99 people, because over 100 triggers many building
code
regulations that these must meet.
Then, if the board decides that these uses are okay, then we will take
Alpenhorn’s request back
to the Planning Commission for a decision on August 20.
The agenda and staff report for the August 6 meeting is available to view and
download from
the Planning Commission’s page of the City’s website at www.citybigbearlake.com.
You will see that the regulations that we are thinking of imposing on these uses
apply to
parking, noise, security, etc.
Keep in touch if you have any questions.
Janice Etter
Janice Etter, AICP
City Planner
City of Big Bear Lake
39707 Big Bear Boulevard
Post Office Box 10,000
Big Bear Lake, CA 92315
Office - (909) 866-5831 x 123
Fax - (909) 866-7511
email - jetter@citybigbearlake.com
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